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RFMAItIM ON TUBERCULIN THERAPY. 
Introduction. 
Tu berculosis and how to deal with it is the biggest 
medic Ll, and social® problem of the present day through- 
out the civilized world. In Bnglend alone there are 
more than 55,000 deaths recorded each year, o more than 
150 per diem. It is impossible to compute the morbidity, 
but it is certainly very high. 
The economic cost is tremendous. It can probably 
be reckoned in millions of pounds sterling per annum. 
Our present system of sanatoria are notoriously un- 
satisfactory, chiefly becuse patients are not able bo 
remain in residence a sufficiently long time, but also 
because : hen they are discharged they are unable to lead 
the hygienic life to which they were accustomed when under 
treatment. Consequently, in many instances, they rapidly 
go back to their previous state of health. Even where a 
cure is effected by sanatorium treatment, which one must 
concede is the case in many instances, it still has the 
grave defect that the patient whilst an imnate ceases 
to be a wage earner. 
It is unrecenaary to apologise, therefore, for deal- 
ing in the present, thesis with the present position of the 
Tuberculin treatment of tuberculosis. 
Robert Koch discovered the tubercle bacillus in 1882. 
Shortly after this he introduced Tuberculin, which he con- 
sidered has a specific action upon the tubercle bacillus. 
It was soon found, however, that Tuberculin is a very 
dangerous weapon if used indiscriminately. Too large 
doses were given in advanced canes, against Koch's solenn 
warning, with disastrous results. Virchow, in particular, 
reported most unfavourably on the treatment, and Tuberculin 
received, what to most appeared to be, its death blow. 
A snail number of earnest workers, however, impressed 
with the brilliant results occasionally attained, even in 
these early days, felt that there must be value in Tuberculin 
and that the fault lay, not in the remedy, but in the manner 
of using it, They soon realised that the dose as originally 
given wan far too big. Notable amongst these "die -hards" 
was Sir Almroth Wright, who, working at the " opsonine" of 
the b1ood plana ,, was able to prove that the opsonic index 
could be rained by small, and increasing,doses of Tuberculin. 
c:) 
All workers who have had extensive experience of 
Tuberculin are convinced of its value. They differ, 
however, in their node of administrating it and the 
theories they hold regarding its action also differ. 
I propose, therefore, to give a review of the 
present position of Tuberculin Therapy 'from a study of 
recorded literature, and to describe my own experience 




I now propose to indicate shortly the main work 
that has been done on Tuberculin since its discovery 
up to the present time a In 1832 Koch proved the 
tubercle bacillus to be the cause of tuberculosis e 
Shortly after this he began to experiment on guinea 
pigs with sterilized au ltures of tubercle bacilli. 
He found chat after infection with tubercle bacilli 
a second infection had no hold, proving that the 
first infection had established a degree of immunity. 
He further proved that infection into a healthy guinea 
pig produced no effect except local suppuration, but 
that if a tubercular guinea pig were infected, that 
guinea died unless minute doses were used. Their lives 
could, however, be saved and their condition of health 
improved if high dilutions of the emulsion were used. 
It was found that these emulsified bacilli were not 
absorbed but gave rise to a local abscess. This proved 
that the curative substance -must be dissolved out of the 
le 
bacillus. The attempt to extract this curative agent led 
Koch to the discovery of Tuberculin. He published his 
results in 1890, and pointed out that Tuberculin does not 
kill the bacilli, but causes necrosis of the living 
tubercular tissues. 
He noted the improvement that took place in early 
phthisis and that cases were cured, apparently, in a month 
to six weeks. Be amphasfeed the importance of early treatment, 
and deprecated the use of Tuberculin in advanced cases, and 
pointed out the dangers of mixed infection. 
A year later Ehrlich. and other workers in Koch's 
Institute, started a mild method of innoculation, commencing 
with minute, but gradually increasing doses. This system is 
used by many at the present day. In 1891 Hetweg wrote a 
paper to the effect that Tuberculin exercised a positive 
chemiotactic action on the leucocytes leading to a focal 
reaction. 
About this tine Von pirquet introduced his subcutaneous 
test for diagnostic purposes. He scarified the epidermis 
of the forearm and applied a drop of Old Tuberculin. In 
24 to 48 hours the spot in the tubercular became inflamed; 
in the non -tubercular there was no change in the part. 
This tent has, to a great extent, been given up as it 
was too delicate. The great majority of alts react to it. 
2. 
It has, however, been re- introduced in a modified forme 
Old Tuberculin is still used, but diluted to i in 10; 
i in 100; 1 in 500. A reaction to 1 in 500 points to 
active tuberculosis, in a lesser degree 1 in 100, and 
1 in 10 point to activity. The test no modified is 
useful, but its velue depends upon the skill of the in- 
terpreter. 
In 1901 Koch introduced the intra venue method of 
inoculation as the agglutinating power could be raised 
higher, but this proceedure soon dropped out of favour. 
In 1901 Goetsch introduced the reac tionlese rethod 
which had previously been advocated by PetruschkY and 
others. It has the following ad vantages, as pointed 
out by Bandaleir and Roepke; 
1. It is harmless. 
2. Although minuta doses are used at the beginning, 
high and powerful domes arentually are able to 
be given. 
3. It enables Tuberculin to be uned in severe oases. 
4. It is no bar to the patient rerr ining at works 
About the same tire Petrushky advocated interrupted 
treatment; two or three months treatment and then an inter- 
val of rest for a like period. The method is apparently 
a good one, but the difficulty of getting people to return 
3e 
for further cour.eee is a great drawback. 
Very important work was published by Wright in 1903e 
Working at his opsonic index of the serum he found a period 
of intoxication varying with the amount of vaccine adminis- 
tered, during which the anti-bacterial power of the blood 
was reduced. This he called the "negative phase'. After 
this negative phase the bacteridal power of the blood was 
increased: this he called. the "positive phase". It lasts 
about a months He considers, therefore, that frequent 
ianjecttcna of Tuberculin are useless and that they increase 
the negative phase but not the positives 
In 1904 Lowenstein and Rappopat produced hyper neneibilit3 
by repeated email doses. 
Ir. 1906 Wassermann propounded a theory as to the presence 
or absence of the tuberculin reactions By means of the 
"eomplinent fixation" test he proved the presence of dissolved 
products of metabolism of the tubercle bacilli, and of their 
anti bodies. These anti bodies, by combining with antigen 
extract all the tuberculin injected from the blood and con- 
centrate at the tubercular focus. As Tuberculin unites with 
anti-Tuberculin the compliment is fixed, hence there im an 
. increase of lenescyie ferments in the tubercular focus leading 
to softening of the tubercular tissues e 
In 1908 this was confirmed by Christian and Rosenb]ate 
4e 
Bauer, working alt the compliment fixation test in 
children, found that if there was a fair amount of anti - 
tuberculin in the blood the reactions were slight. 
In 1904 Lung infusion was introduced by Jacob. 
His object was to bring the Tuberculin into close contact 
with the bacilli in the affected area. The method is 
however, based on a fallacy. He aid not realise that the 
Tuberculin is rapidly carried away from the diseased area 
and that it may do harm by damage to cell life. Oral 
administration, as recomoended by Fregnoth is useless, 
as Tuberculin is not absorbed by the alimentary canal. 
Carl Spengler advocated cutaneous innunction 
. as being 
most suitable for weakly peiente with f ever. It has not 
been much used, but is s crongly advocated by some, especially 
recently, notably by Sir Robert Philip. 
?aruorek in 1906 stated that Tuberculin is not the toxin 
of the Tubercle Bacillus, but that it stimulates the recipient 
to manufacture another toxin in larger amount. He considered 
that there are two stages of the Tubercle Bacillus and that the 
products vary with the culture medium, and he thought that the 
production of the true Tubercle Bacillus toxin is greatest from 
what he calls primitive bacilli. ##e grew these on lencotoxic 
serum and e: tiuct of liver :-issue. Marmorek 's serum differs 
from Koch's Tuberculin in that it acts on other toxins of the 
5. 
Tuberele.Bacillus boniùer3 Tuberculine He hays, apparently, 
obtained good results himself, but in the- hands of others 
the evidence of its value is conflicting. 
In 1906 Sahli advocated very small doses continued for 
several years. ;-'.c does not aim at Jew-unity, but only at 
an ineunizing curative effec w e 
In 1&U Neufeld concluded that the fact that opeonins 
are xoirited proves that the Tuberculin reaction is specific, 
but that the opsoil ne are the immunizing nubetance e 
In the same year Turban and Baer considered that the 
small dose at long intervals, as recommended by Wright, 
produces little effect and tends to eetabliah hyper-- nennibilitye 
About -this tieLe Lowenstein, working on phagoovtonie, noted 
Ultra cellular grouping of Bacilli in the leneecyten of the 
sputum. 
In li,09 Picihart prayed that patients whose dinease takes 
a favourable course poenese a rained natural resistance to 
Tuberculin and that true anti toxins occur in the blood of 
Tuberculin treated patients. ue recomrrended the administra- 
tion of large doses of Tuberculin to be given at 14 day inter- 
vals, so as to maintain the quantity of anti bodies at a high 
level., He ado tested Tuberculin immunity by means of mix- 
tures of T.B. Serum. He proved that the serum of people with 
pulmonary tuberculosis not treated with Tuberculin and doing 
6 0 
very well, possess the Milne Tuberculin neutralizing bodies 
as the serum of patients tï: ea ted with Tuberculin. In 
other words, Tuberculin imitates the natural cure. 
In 1910 holly gave the results of 200 patícntn treated 
with minute doses. Ale proved that they produced hyper sen- 
sibility. 
Penzolt later advocated large desee cautiously increased. 
Citron aso'úwed Vaa.t there are toxic sensitive cells which, 
by the iIljectis3'11 of small quantified of Tuberculin, +ecome rich 
in receptors, and these attract the Tuberculin and pi oduce the 
reaction. 
Sahli considered the l,trsenized. Tuberculin to be an active 
antigen. 
Jochmann, the eF;,me year, recommended stopping treatment 
when no signg of reaction occurred and on subsequently testing, 
if a reaction occurred, he advised further treatment. 
In. 1911 Bagel introduced a modification of VonPirquet's 
reaction, uRxng the dilutions as previously noted in this paper. 




THE 11AßIMTIE OP TUBRT?Ct1TlìN. 
I now propose to r:1.re a brief resume of the principle 
Tuberculine, commenting on ary of those of which I have 
personal experience. 
We it first of all distinguish between those in which 
the aim is to produce an active immunity, and those in which 
passive immunization is sought. 
By active immunization we mean "the changes in the organ- 
ism which are the 3.es ult of abscrhtion of bacteria, or their 
products, and Which lead to the appearance of specific protec- 
tive bodies (anti bodies) in the serum." By pas9ïve immuni- 
zation is meant "the production of immunity by means of a 
specific serum." 
A. Preparvtir2ns Interiâed tc Pi oduoe Actiir2 T2rrunity . 
1. Old Tuberculin (O.T.) Ko h'n original nrepar'.tian. 
Pure cultures of Tubercle Bacilli are g,,oxan on 5K 
glycerine broth, are sterilized by steaming, and concdntrated 
to one - tenth its vrlurne . The liquid is then separated from 
the bacilli by filtering. Old .Tuheraulin con4ait ths 
8. 
soluble Secretions (toxins) in 50° glycerine dilution. 
It also contains the constituents of the bodies of the 
bacilli (endotaxiri ) which have been extracted by the 
above mentione(i process. 
Old Tuberculin in caned by most advocates of Tuberculin 
for diagnostic purposes. It is not so much used for pur- 
poses of treatment an formerly. I used it extensively my- 
self at one tine, but have given it up in favour of T.A.F. 
(Tuberculin albusnose frei) as this produces less looal re- 
actions. 
2, T.O.A. (Tuberculin orá i nal alt) . 
This is a filtered culture of human tubercle B- :e lli 
not concentrated by boiling, and without the bacillary bodies. 
That in to say it contains the toxins but rot the erd.c- toxins . 
It is ten tires we.ker heir. Old Tuberculin. Compared with 
Old Tuberculin it is ,less toxic, but accordinE to Bandalier 
and Roepke, it is in no way superior. 
3. P.T. Bovine Old Tuberculin. 
This is prepared much as Old Tuberculin but from Bovine 
Bacilli. It in about five tines weaker than Old Tuberculin. 
I used this extensively at one time. It sonetirres causes 
very severe reactions and I have no. , given it up entirely. 
4. P.T.O. This is a similar preparz ;ion to the last, but 
fifty times weaker. It is used chiefly as a preliminary to 
P.T. and 0.T. 
9. 
The system which Camae Wilkinson employed for many 
years was to start with P0T,O0, then proceed to P.T., and 
end up with 00T0 This is a cumbersoxre method, and a far more 
satisfactory way is to use one preparation only, such as TO OFO, 
throughout. 
5. T.A,FC (Tuberculin albumose frei.) 
The object of this preparation is to avoid the risk of 
anaphyllaxis, which might be established by the albumoseo 
It is prepared as follows: 
An albumose frei culture media is innocula to d with a pure 
culture of human tubercle bacilli and incubated, and the 
volume is reduced to one -tenth of its original quantity. 
The bacilli are then killed by heat and separated from the 
culture medium by filtration. I t corresponds to Koch° s 
Old Tuberculin. 
Bandelier and Roepke consider that it is better tolerated 
than Old Tuberculin, probably due to the absence of albumose8 
This I can confirm from personal experience. They state that 
as an anti pyretic it is far inferior to Bacillary Emulsion. 
6 New Tuberculin. (T0R0) 
The object of this preparation is to immunize the patient 
not only against the toxins, which is the role of Old Tuberculin, 
but also to kill the bacteria themselves as a typhoid vaccine 
does. Koch aimed at the absorbtion of as many bacilli as is 
100 
poseible. The only way he found he was able to do this 
was by calling in the aid of chemistry. He made an ex- 
tract of the Bacilli with a deci normal soda solution. 
This he called T.A., but this preparation caused abscegces, 
so Koch obtained a total disintegration of the Bacilli by 
rubbing up a desiccated culture in a. mortar. This powder 
was then mixed with noraal salt solution and centrifu .a.lizesi 
into two layers. The upper one, T.Q., resembles T.A., and 
contains the glycerine soluble substances. The lower layer 
is TIR., and contains the substances remaining st ter glycerine 
extraction. 
Koch proved by experiire ntn , on man and , i. ails , that T.R. , 
has im,urizinr propertíee. He found that he could produce 
the i.air niza.tior. without reactions. The point ie to desensi- 
tize the patient to T.R., ana at the eane tiìr to the Tubercle 
Bacillus. A patient in i unizej against T.R. , will not react 
to Q.T., und ßo is inurunizex against all the constituents of 
the Bran illue . 
Bandelier and Roepke state that T.R. mast not be used 
in advanced ihthisie, hut they says that in all other cases 
it is far superior to 0.T., and allied preparations. 
KOuh adv o Bated beginning with .0002 ce., and slowly 
increasing so as to avoid áe cúicans. Owing to its low 
toxicity it ig suil;ai,le far use in ssensitivo casce. The 
Talc great objection% to its use are its hia:h cost and its 
11. 
liability to deteriorate. 
7, New Tuberculin Emulsion (B.E. ) 
Koch found that he got bettes r results by not separating 
T.G., from T.R., he considered that the bent effect was 
obtained by rapidly increasing doses and iarki°,d reactions. 
iiowavdr, he modified ris c*ìe7ss later and gave this emulsion 
in ?TcUre gradually inorec::i:;g doses and this is the plan now 
generally adopted. T'ls initial dose is usually .0001 cc. 
Bandelier and Roepke point out tbat POT., has a more 
powerful antipyretic action than other Tuberculina. 
7a. Sensitized Bacillary Tmulsicr (S.B.Ee) 
This was introduced by Veyo1.. It is prep,r.xed with a 
high 7aluwd tubercular serum which IT its anfi tE,bcrnuï.gn 
in intended to detroy the toxin of the Tubercle Bacilli. 
Citron. considers that, the i.n4.' ct,it,n produces 1.RS fever 
than other r.-:ethods, BUr!c9e7.i:t.. and Roep'ce t;izink, that, 
thou*h it in a good preparation, it he?.s no special advantage 
over B.T% Moreover, it zs a costly Tuberculin. 
8. Zanc+aann's Tubsr.culol. 
This is a rormfil saline ox tract of hi;*hl.y v°;rulsnt, fat free 
Bacilli fractionally distilled. Tanti7rnn lays stress on bring- 
ing the patients to a hsc.h d:euree of irrr:uuZi*y and keeping them 
there. It is, nnpa,ront:tyDa vs.ry good preparation. 
9. Tuber auìoidin . 
K1.ebss considers that there is a harmful toxin in Tuberculin 
12. 
besides the curative agent, and that this could be separated 
by treating it with bismuth and alcohol. He further adds 
Pfeiffer' s oatarrha1io bacillus to combat the mixed irk action. 
The preparation 1. given inure. orally. It is harmless:, but 
probably usele 3 . 
10. Beranedh's Tuberculin. (T.B.K.) 
This preparation ie said to contain all the inmhnizing 
substances without the here:ful toxins. It consists essen- 
tially of extra cellular toxin' and of intra cellular toxins. 
Sahli oorin if erg, it sui;erior tc ell T'ebercuiina, but this is 
by no meals the unisiersal opinion. 
11. Spangler holds tip view that Bovine Tuberculin has far 
better iiNaunising powers against Hunan ' zbe rculos is than Hdrsan 
Tuberculin: core equently he introduced P.T.C;., and T.T., 
referrea to pr°evioue:V in these page n. It cannot be said that 
general opinion is in favour of these preparations. In my own 
practice I have discarded therm for sore time. They tend, I 
rind, to give mora severe reactions than T.lt, ?., without pro - 
ducing more fc ourable results. 
12. Ilutgapnous `sacel' 1ìE36 . 
Kruuee introduced these, holding that each patient had 
hin own particular strain of Bacillus. The results do not 
seem to be superior to those obtained with stock uberculins. 
13. Mixed iuberc 
'I. x 
These were introduced by Ro thech3.ld . The Fe. are a 
13. 
mixture of various Tuberculine. He got good results, but 
they do not seem to be superior to those attained by ordinary 
pre4aaratione . 
14. Mention mast be rade of neny°e Tuberculin, which is pre- 
pared by filtration through porcelain. He, e1aim,s tYat as he 
avoids boiling there le nu dee i,xae;ti±?3a of aa.saf'ul toxins. It 
is, apparently, in no way superior in its results to Old Tuber- 
culin. 
15e Ros3enbacñ introduced a Tuberculin grown on a trichophyton 
rrseciiun.. It is, tippî-..rfïi ï,1y, a catee of eeas.jcs~neci tubercular action. 
-It has been employed in si.rgicLsl Tuberculosis, being injected 
where pos3r ibïe into the infected focus. Opinion as to its util- 
ity is conflicting. 
15.. Reference muet be ;rade to 1:1e 4orribíinrr.tinn of Tuberculin 
with such cirt.:es3 as areenic, :iron, and iodine. This method does 
not seeza to be much in vogue at present. 
16. lk,stiiniys; o.ne Resscho.d. Bev, working on leprosy, proved 
that the lepra Bacillus owee its specificity to a fat in the 
bodies of the Bacilli. This they oalled Nas{;in. : They found 
that uhi, fat, when injected into tubercular subjects, produced 
a severe reaction. Or, non-tubercular people no reaction 
occurred. Later, Levcke isolated a neutral fat analogous to 
la.stin which he natred Tubérculo- Wastin.. Good resultan have 
been obtained but it is somewhat dangerous on account of its 
bacteriolytic action. 
14. 
B. Preparations IntEndeç? to Produce Passive Immunity. 
I.. Mor ap;i. :.no! # Seruv_. 
Morrleiano c..no?.drec,+ that all the changea in the body 
produced by tuberculosis were due to the toxins, that 
these toxins favoured the spread of the Tubercle Bacillus 
in the. body. The body fluids possess anti-tonic, anti- 
bactaria1,. 11nd agglut:inati.z:g powers and that the serum 
contains therefore curative powers. To obtain this serum 
he injected into animals a filtrate of young .=r0ü active 
tubercle b£3Cii :l, and a watery extract of dead bacilli. 
In Other words, he ured both the toxins and Vie bacilli. 
lilvìdpncc as to the value of this c ti.rum is crt-^lic ti.ng, but 
an the ihale it appears to be favourable. 
2. Barmflrek.. ' s Anti-Tube rcL+ Seruw. 
14arMore :k considered that t he re are t<wc 7 tsi{;aa of the 
Tubercle Bacillus and different secretory products Which 
cìepentrecs on the variety of ci.lt:uTe !Tedium used. First 
there ics the pr oduot: i cm of the true tubercle Bacillus toxin, 
which arc chiefly the product of *ha;, he calls ßTrizni.tive 
BLcili" These he Frown on a "ier.co toxic" serum and liver 
extract. He ars>u.;ed that the presence of leneoeytes stxm- 
u1.a:tc:s the rrod;:cti.c,n pf toxin,, and that the liver extract 
retard ç: the growth of-the Bacilli._ which retain their prim- 
4 
it ive character.. This primitive toxin differs from l:oeh' e 
f 
Tuberculin in that the latter only produces anti tuberculin 
and hasp no effect on the other toxins of the tubercle Bacillus, 
whereas Marmorek claim that his serum produces immunity 
against t all tubercular toxins. Marmorek himself seems to 
have had most favourable results, but the general evidence of 
others eeeas to be soxrewhat conflicting. 
3. Haech:t Tubercular Serum. He worked on the assump- 
tion that, as Tuberculin only acts on tubercular subjects, the 
serum should be drawn from tubercular animals. Consequently, 
cattle, horses and mules, were infected by injecting with live 
Tubercle Bacilli and the serum of these animals utilized. 
This serum has not been generally used, but it is being reported 
upon favourably. 
4. Strentococecus Sera. Denys and Van der Velde use a poly- 
valent serum for the purpose of attacking the mixed infection. 
C. Vaccine Treatment. 
This was first introduced by Wright who based his dosagt 
on observation of the opeonic index. Its aim is to deal with 
the mixed infection. I myself have been in the habit of treat - 
ing casen of obvious mixed infection with a detosicated poly- 
valent vaccine added to Tuberculin. It seems to have a very 
favourable a ction on the catarrh and produces no risen of tem- 
perature, or other unfavourable symptoms. 
16. 
D. Carl Spengler° s Treatment with Hum. Blood (Z.K.) . 
Carl Spengler considers that the red blood celle are the 
source of the protective substances in infective diseases, and 
especially in Tuberculosis. His preparation is obtained from 
the blood of rabbits which have been immunized against human 
tubercle Bacilli. Spengler reports that his preparation has 
powerful antipyretic properties and that it can be safely used 
in the worst cases of phthisie. 
Bandelier and Roepke worked with this preparation for 
fifteen months and care to the conclusion that it was harmless 
but useless. 
B. Detoxicated Vaccines. 
Raw, B.M.3,, Ape 23. 1921. Bmphaeises the fact 
that human and bovine tuberculoses are antagonistic and that 
the two varieties cannot exist in the body at the same time, 
and that you can provide immunity against the human Bacillus 
by innoculating with Bovine Bacilli,and vice versa. He 
accordingly _uses an attenuated vlydS of both varieties, which he 
obtains from subcultures of t/mite7d Bacilli. He considers 
that these attenuated Bacilli are of value, not only for thera- 
peutic, but also for prophyllactic purposes. It is question- 
able, in my opinion, whether by this means real immunity is 
obtained. My only experience, however, is of one case of 
enlarged abdominal glands, in an officer who was treated with 
17. 
a full course of Raw' s vaccine. He improved for a time 
but went back again. He was tested at Margaret Street 
Hospital for Consumption, and reacted to a modified Von 
Iirque t of 1 in 100 dilution of O.T. He was then sent 
to xne for purposes of treatment. He was very sensitive at 
first to small doses of T.A.P., but later established tol- 
erance. I f =ancy that flaw's vaccine is too attenuated and 




The Mode of Action of Tuberculin. 
A very clear account of thin is given in Sahli's 
"Tuberculin Treatment" and in this section I propose 
dealing with the theories therein propounded, critic - 
izing them as far as my experience of the subject permits. 
Tuberculin is practically inert in the non- tubercular, 
but in the tubercular subject it is powerful indeed, even 
in minute doses. How it acts was at one tir=e a mystery, 
but the riddle is gradually being solved and we are now much 
nearer the truth than in the early days of its discovery by 
Koch. 
Its Chemical Nature. 
Sahli considers that in their chemical nature all tufer- 
culins are practically the same. He states that good results 
can be obtained from all Tuberculine, provided the right 
technique is employed, and that the search for new Tuberculine, 
in the hope that efficiency will be gained thereby, is futile. 
He believes in Beraneck's Tuberculin, Bandelier and Roepke's 
Bacillary Emulsion, Camas Wilkinson, formerly in P.T.O., and 
f.T., and O.T., (now i think he inclines to T .A.P.) . For mg 
own part I prefer T.A.F., for reasons previously stated, but 
19. 
there is little doubt that Sahli is correct. It is not 
so much the preparation used that ratters as the ran who 
uses it, and the ?way he uoes it. Pottinger, (Clinical 
Tuberculosis,) maintains that two men uellg the sine 
tuberculin, in the name way, will not get the dame result's. 
In other words, the personal equation must be considered. 
Dr Harry Campbell tells me that suggestion frequently plays 
a great ;art. In %they words, the psychical side must be 
considered. Granting the force of this argument it can 
easily he refuted, as far as reactions are concerned, by 
giving an injection of salt solution without tuberculin, 
as I have often done. The result is invariably negative. 
According to some, there is little doubt that the active 
principle oß all tuberculins is the same. The chief ex- 
ponents of this view are Wolff ..Eisner and Meissen. Others 
consider that the true tubercle toxin has yet to be discov- 
ered, basing their conclusions on the fact that up to now 
complete immunization of animals has not been accomplished. 
Others see essential differences in the varieties of tuber- 
culin and, therefore, are always trying new varieties in 
the hope of ultimately reachinE the perfect tuberculinb 
That there is a common factor for all tuberculine is 
proved by the phenomena of the tuberculin reactions Which 
ere similar whatever tuberculin is used. The only difference 
is in the degree of the reaction. 
20 
Another proof is that the Tuberculin reaction is pro- 
duced by B.E., (Bacillary Emulsion) which consists practically 
of nothing but ground up Tubercle Bacilli. In other words, 
the active principle is an endotoxin. A further proof is that 
by von Pirau.et's cutaneous test and in the conjunctival test 
the tuberculous tissue can be produced. Jadassohn assumed 
that the tuberculous tissue was produced by ultra- microscopic 
particles of Tubercle Bacilli, which accounts for the local 
reaction. Zieler, however, proved that the same local 
tubercular processes could be produced by dialized tuberculin, 
but this is not at variance with Jadassohn's theory, as, 
according to present views on colloidal chemistry, in every 
albumen solution there are moleculor particles which have been 
revealed by the ultra microscope. Sahli works on the assumption 
that all tuberculins have the same chemical nature, for the 
reasons given above, and this seems to be sound argument, and 
the reactions are due to Tuberculin endotoxin. It follows the 
general law of the toxicity of foreign proteins. Tuberculin 
has, however, a very special action which is brought out by the 
following facts. 
A. Quite large doses, say, .25 of A CC of Old Tuberculin can 
be tolerated in the non -tubercular. 
B. It is extraordinarily toxic to the tubercular, even in the 
minutest doses. There are many explanations for these phenomena. 
1. Tuberculin being the true chemical tubercle toxin, the 
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addition of this to that already in the body of the tubercular 
produces the general reaction, whilst its additions to the 
toxins already in the foci causes focal reactions. Wolff. 
Eisner objects to this theory, pointing out that repeated 
very small doses will cause reactions even though the sum 
total done is quite insufficient to cause a reactions It 
is, moreover, not clear why a rr,indte dose in latent tubercu- 
losis, on occasion, will give rise to disturbance. Assum- 
ing, with gooh, that the healthy will react to 10 rrgrrrn of 
Old Tuberculin, it is improbably. that in latent tuberculosis 
a reaction to 3:: err will take place just; because the 
amount added brings the total tuberculin in the body up to 
10 mgms, It in illogical to suppose that all those who 
react to 1 mgm hare v mgms already in the boar, Sore might 
contain only 1 mgm., and others 20. In the former several 
mgms would be required, in the latter only lmgm., and it cannot 
be supposed that this is the cam. So summation is not suffi- 
cient explanation. 
2. What Sahli calls the "difference theory" is the opposite 
of the "summation theory" just dealt with. In this Difference 
Theory, presumed that the healthy body contains tube rculin 
anti toxin, when a small quantity of tuberculin in injected 
it is neutralised by the anti' toxin and no reaction takes 
place. It must be assumed that in active tuberculosis there 
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is no excele of anti toxin; therefore, very sn.11 doses 
of `tuberculin produce reaction by eueepation, In latent 
tuberculosis there is a balance between the Tuberculin 
and the anti toxin in the body leading: to reactions after 
small dories. This theory would explain why severe acute 
cases of tuberculosis fail to react to Tuberculin. The 
assumption being that the body is already ec full of 
Tuberculin that the small additional dose given fails to 
cause a reaction. 
This theory show that the result of injections depends 
upon the relative amount of Tuberculin and anti toxin ire the 
body. It, however, does no` explain the incubation period, 
nor does it give any proof of the large amount of anti toxin 
which it aseunn to be present in the healthy body. 
Pickert and Lcíienstein took up this question. They 
made cutaneous_ injections into a healthy subject of their 
own Serum and Tuberculin, with the result that they still 
got a reaction and they could discovef no neutralizing 
amtion of the Serum on the Tuberculin. They were able to 
show, however, that in the tubercular Who are doing well 
there are such neutralizing anti -toxic subetences, and also 
in patients treated with Tuberculin, This in not in har- 
mony with the Difference Theory, which demande a greater power 
to react in the healthy, than in favourable cases of tubercu- 
losis, 
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The "Tuberculin Sensitive" theory. In thin one 
assumes an innate eensitiveneee in certain individuals, and 
that there people are generally tubercular in known to be 
oorreote Firstly, hoc ,use guinea pigs, who are very sus- 
ceptible to tuberculosis, are very insensitive to T!.ibercialin 
unlese they are tubercular, and eecondlya Von Pint's 
reaction on infants produces very slight reactions proving 
that Tubercular nenaitiveneee in not innate, but if' only 
present after injection. 
4e Hertwig;oe Theory. s He considered that the primary factor 
was the focal reaction and that this wag the cause of the 
fever. He thought that the inflammatory procene depended 
on chemiotactec actions. He considered that after an injection 
of Tuberculin the lencocyten became tolerant to the Bacillary 
toxin and that the concentration of the tubercle toxin in the 
foci has a positive che; iiotactic action on the leucocytes, an 
action which was previously negative. Objection' to thin theory 
theory is taken in that it affords no explanation of inflant o7-r 
ilYP!;'40017111.4. It gives no explanation of fever without re- 
action in visible tubercular foci. Thirdly, it pre- supposes 
that the injected Tuberculin remains for sone time in the 
blood, which Wolff- Fanner has proved not to be the case. 
5. iftnnerrnann and Brunk's Theory. By means of the "Compli- 
ment Fixation Tent" they have found in the serum of patients 
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treated with Tuberculin a substance they call anti tuberculin. 
This substance with the Tuberculin causes absorbtion of corm 
pliment. A similar substance together with Tuberculin has 
been found in Tubercular foci. They conclude from this that 
focal reactions are tile recuit of the fixation of the compli- 
ment which th pend.a on the meeting of Tuberculin with anti 
tuberculin. Ae the result of this compliment fixation there 
is a softening of the tissluee after Tuberculin injections, 
dependent on the digestive power of the compliment. If, 
however, the blood contains free ante tuberculin, as in the 
case of a patient treated with Tuberculin, the Tuberculin 
ìn jec ved is neutralized ardf consequently has no effect on the 
tubercular focus. They consider that the general reaction is 
dependent on the focal, and they explain the inertness of 
Tuberculin in the case of the healthy by the fact that the 
latter have no anti tuberculin and no tubercular foci. They 
consider that anti tuberculin is a bac teriolyt is amboceptor. 
There are several objections to this explanation of the 
Tuberculin Reaction* For ins Lance, it is not clear how 
Tuberculin and anti tuberculin can exist in the same focus 
without neutralizing each other under the action of compliment. 
It is difficult to understand how the sleeting of Tuberculin 
and ante tuberculin can .produce liquifaction of tubercular 
tieeues. If we agree with Ehrlich's views on digestive 
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ferments, this digestive action would be maïinky directed 
to the combination of Tuberculin and anti -Tuberculin. 
They further assert that this combination has a harmful 
focal action, but a de -toxic e.otion on the blood. 
6. Wollf »Eisner° s Theory. Wolff- Eisner considers that 
the Tuberculin action is due to the presence of an anti 
body which its of the nature of aabacepttor. a He believes that 
Tuberculin is a foreign albuminous substance of low toxicity. 
It, however, becomes much more toxic when it cones in contact 
with a specific lysin and becomes lysinized. A tubercular 
patient contains tuberculysin in his body and so displays 
reactions as a result of lytic action, whereas the healthy 
person does not. 
Sahli gives the following explanation of the focal 
reaction: 
As a result of Tuberculin injection there is an acute 
lytic action in the foci, resulting in inflammation and 
temporary damage. 
A more probable explanation is that the Tuberculin, 
after lysinization, is converted into a highly toxic sub- 
stance which, in addition to fever, causes irritation of 
the tubercular foci. Wolff -Eisner °s view, briefly, then 
is that reactions, local, focal, and general, are due, not 
to the Tuberculin itself, but to the product of a lytic anti 
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body on the Tuberculin. Sahli refers to this as Lyeinized 
Tuberculin. 
Von Piquet considers that Tuberculin action is due to 
anti bodies. His view is essentially different from that 
of Wolff -Eisner. The latter considers the action is a 
chemical one; the forger that the action of the foreign albumen 
(Tuberculin), and its anti body act conjointly, in the sqme 
way as in serum disease. This gory is not so clear as that 
of Wolff4Eisner, since the latter, applying the analogy of 
bacterio -lysin to unformed albumen, assumes that hypersensitive- 
ness is the result of a toxin substance due to the action of a 
lysin on the foreign albumen, 
Sahli, who is a believer in the Lysin Theory, gives the 
following point as arguments in its favour: 
1. It harmonises with the idea that Tuberculin is 
Simply tubercle -bacillary protein, so that the com- 
parison of Tuberculin reactions with hypersensitive- 
ness in serum disease is plausible. 
2. It is a known fact that in the digestion of 
albuminous bodies the products are more toxic than 
the original albumen. The Lysin Theory is compatible 
with this. 
3. It explains why healthy mammals do not react to 
Tuberculin, the reason being that there are no tubercle 
bacilli, and so lysin is not produced. 
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4, It explains the incubation period of the reaction, 
the 1engúh of the incubation peTie:i depending on the 
amount: of Jysin formed. 
b. It explain focal af& general a eac:tions, the former 
being due to the irritant action of the 1rs3inf.s:ecì Tuber- 
culin on the foci, the latter due to the M.ánra2 action 
of thee IyslniZed Tuberculin in the circulation. 
6. It explains why the skarfer reactions de /Term teethe 
tissues which cannot be produced by nonelygiYtzzed Tuberculin. 
7. Beraa.neuk found that if the serum of a horse treated 
with his Tuberculin wag injected into a tubercular guinea- 
pig the le eh' da.lger wag lessened but the thPrr.i!a,l action 
of the Tuberculin was increased. 
This hr:.rnmoraizde with the theory that the serum co.atains 
Tubercul3no3ysi.n which frees the fever producing subs3 ,ances 
more quickly and in greater quantity than Tuberculin without 
the .si Etrum, and the anti toeic cGnt3nt, of the serum confines 
the baci effect of the Tuberculin eimply to the production of 
fever. 
Yamanokc'rïi and Bauer, working on s in4ar lines, 
found that under certain condìticna 'i'ubercelin nea9it;iveness 
can be # ane.: c; r. r e d by a s e r uu:. 
Nicolle Gay Boutherd and Otto, found that this hyper 
sensitivenege to a foreign se um can be passively transferred 
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to normal animals in the serum of previously treated animals. 
These experiments expose the fact that hyper sensitiveness 
after injection of lysin containing serum only occurs after 
some hours or longer. The explanation is that the lytic 
anti body in an ambocpptor and that it cannot act until it 
has absorbed the compliment. 
The essential feature of the lysin theory is that the 
action is a chemical one and that physical breaking up of 
the Baccili is quite secondary. 
Sahli considers that hyper sensitiveness to Tuberculin 
and living Tubercle Bacilli is due to the large amount of 
Lye in in the blood -.f the patient and as a result large 
quantities of Tuberculin are lysinized and a powerful toxin 
is set frees He states however, that this lysin theory 
cannot be really proved until Tuberculin sensitiveness has 
been passively transferred by the serum of Tuberculin sensi- 
tive animals. Yamanouchi and Bauer and Beraneck claim to 
have done so, but their experiments require verifications 
Supposing subsequent experiments prove the impossibility 
of passive transferendte then hyper sensitiveness could be 
explained as a kind of histogenesie, similar to the hyper- 
sensitiveness found in horses employed in the manufacture 
of tetanus serum. According to this theory the reactions 
would be the result of histogenous hyper -sensitiveness, 
caused by Tuberculin, not by lysinized Tuberculin. Tuberculin 
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would then only be toxic in patients who are hyper-sensitive. 
Sahli considers that this explanation is possible, and it 
certainly seems to fit in with practical experience, for when 
once one has overcome hypersensitiveness - provided one is 
able to do so - the patients who are victims of it seem to 
do very well on Tuberculin. This is very well seen in cases 
of Surgical Tuberculosis who often show marled hyper- ee°ini ti' e- 
ness to Tuberculin and yet are usually in better bodily health 
than those in whom the lungs are affected. As Sahli eve, 
hyper-sensitiveness is a means of defend e 
If this theory be correct the aim of Tuberculin treatment 
is to increase the hintogenous defensive reactions and thus 
the anti toxins. 
Theory of Tuberculin Diagnosis. 
If the Iyeln Theory be correct all the different tests 
subcutaneous, cutaneous, conjunctional, can be employed for 
diagnostic purposes. They all depend on the lysin produced 
by the action of Tuberculin on Tubercular infections and to 
the hyper «sensaìitivenens of the tissues to Tuberculin. The 
reason why Tuberculin is not always satisfactory as a diag- 
nostic agent is because we do not directly diagnose tuber - 
culosis, but the lysin-content, or hyper-sensitiveness. 
You may, therefore, get a positive reaction in the non- tubercular 
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the reason being that the healthy body muy occasionally 
contain sufficient tubercular lysin to react to Tuberculin. 
It must be realised that I,yein is present in everyone. 
Were it not so the body coula not be harmed by Tubercular 
infection. In fact Ehrliel's theory depends on anti bodies, 
including lysin® being present in small quantities in the 
normal body. They are merely increased by the action of 
antigen. On the other hand, reactions are sorse times absent 
in the undoubtedly tubercular. 
A. In slight oases in the quiescent stage, the explanation 
being that the lysin action is reduced to a minimum by the 
subsidence of the tuberculous process. Consequently, the 
small amount of Tuberculin injected does not furnish enough 
lysinized Tuberculin to produce a reaction. 
b. In severe cases of tuberculosis there are three explan- 
ations of this. 
1. The body containing excessi of lysinized Tuberculin 
the extra Tuberculin injected has no effect. 
2. The tissues are too damaged to manufacture lysine 
3. The lysin has been neutralized by the tuberculosis 
and there is no free lysin for the Tuberculin to act upon. 
The £yain Theory explains why you get a reaction in 
apparently cured tuberculosis. These individuals may have 
sufficient lysin in the body to produce a reaction. Nagele 
and Burckhardt have proved that there are inactive foci in 
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nearly every adult and therefore the value of the Tuberculin 
reaction for diagnostic purposes is rauch lessened. Von 
Piriket's3 reaction, for this reason, has fallen into dis- 
repute. It is too delicate. 
Sahli gets over this to sozae extent. He uses dilutions 
1 in 10 ; 1 in 100 ; i in 1,000, of old Tuberculin. If 
they react to 1 in 10 then he paeeee on to 1 in 100, and so 
on until a negative result is Obtained. It shows the capacity 
for reaction, though possibly hot the degree of activity. 
We use dilutions 1 in 10 ; 1 in 100 ; 1 in 500, as a matter 
of routine at Margaret Street Hospital for Consumption, and 
these, if taken in conjunction with clinical and X ray exam- 
inations, have proved of real value. A reaction of 1 in 10 
is of little diagnostic value, but greater dilutions, such as 
1 in 100, or 1 in 500, if at all marked, are an indication to 
go very cautiously with Tuberculin treatment. Sahli considers 
that you should be able to get an idea of the initial Tubercu- 
lin dose by this method and I make use of it myself at Margaret 
Street. If I get a reaction with 1 in 500 I prefer not to 
treat at all, or at any rate to begin with very minute doses. 
1 in 100 demands caution, but i in 10 (comparatively non - 
sensitive cases) you can begin with, say, .0001 cc of T.A.F. 
Sahli is against subcutaneous injections for diagnostic pur- 
poses as he considers them to be dangerous. His reason for 
this opinion is that it is dangerous to overload a patient 
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with a toxin merely for purposes of diagnosis. He points 
out, however, that the slight reactions which are produced 
with small doses of Tuberculin in doubtful cases are often 
of great confirmatory value, 
T think in thin statement Sahli errs on the side of 
caution. I admit that it is inadvisable to give test doses 
in obvious cases of tuberculosis and agree with him that 
they may do harm, but in the border -land cases, without 
tubercle bacilli in the sputum and without definite clinical 
manifestations, and without fever, I have never seen any harm 
result in test doses. In fact in many cases there is a 
marked improvement in weight and general condition, and in 
these cases it in obviously unnecessary to go on to hither 
doses merely for diagnostic purposes. I am thoroughly in 
accordance with what he says of the diagnostic value of 
slight reactions with small doses in treatment 
Sahli points out that there is a very close connection 
between hyper -sensitiveness to Tuberculin und irmuni :y to 
tuberculosis. Aecardii , to Wolff- Eisner'n theory hyper - 
sensitiveness is due t.o lysìn Which, as han been shown, is 
increased in the tubercular. Ramberger concludes that this 
hypersensitiveness is an effort of the organism to repel the 
infection, Which implies a certain degree of immunity against 
tuberculosis. 
That this is true I have no doubt whatever, one sees it 
every day in the practice of Tuberculin. The hyper -sensitive 
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cases are by no means the most unfavourable cases as far as 
prognosis is concerned, and the opposite, vis; the sub - 
sensitive, do not always in the long run do so well as those 
first named. 
Bail bringe to notice the unfavcuraole side of hyper- 
sensitiveness. He proved that if large doses of tubercle 
bacilli are injected into tubercular guinea -pigs they die in 
a few hours, whilst normal guinea -pigs similaraÍly treated, 
only show symptoms after 24 hours, and this, taken with the 
fact that email doses of Teberculin which are quite innocuous 
to a healthy guinea -pig will kill a tubercular guinea -pig. 
Hyper -sensitiveness is due to the fact that the tubercle 
bacilli and the Tuberculin have been converted into a dan- 
gerous toxin by the presence of the increased amount of lysin 
caused by the injection. 
If small quantities of Tuberculin are used lysinized 
tuberculin is formed, and acute inflation is the result. 
This does not develop because these reactions are protective 
and also because not only is the Tuberculin lysinized, but 
also probably the living tubercle bacilli which are killed 
as the result of this action. 
On the other hand, if too large doses of Tuberculin are 
used the amount of lysinized toxin may be sufficient to des- 
troy the animal. Thus, Tuberct in, when used in the hyper- 
sensitive is a double -edged tool. It nay do much good, as 
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one often sees u gain in weight, increase of appetite, and 
so one On the other hand, you too often have the reverse 
side of the picture. Certainly any man who has experience 
of Tuberculin, whether he be ïie vee in the lysin The cry or 
not, proceeds cautiously, or not at all, with hyper- sensitive 
cases 
Reimer, experimenting on cattle immunized. ae*ainet humen 
tubercle bacilli and untreater c xttle, found that the latter 
dietwhen injected with a largo deee of tubercle bacilli, 
although they chewed no attempt at reaction. The former, 
however, And severs r eactione, but recovered. This proved 
that immunity and hyper -sensitiveness go hand in hand. 
Sahli considers that the immunity- which is produced by 
Tuberculin is not because the patient becomes immune to in- 
toxication by insensitiveness to the poison, but rather just 
the opposite, viz: a hyper-sensitiveness in which the body, 
as it were, nips the infective agent in the .bud.. In this 
case_ there gay be no clinical nanifeotation of. hyper-sensitive- 
ness. We gust suppose that the hyper- nensitivenese has so 
perfectly stilated the protective cells of fluids that the 
toxin is powerless to cause a reaction. In a similar manner 
Tuberculin in the right doses nay produce no reaction, the 
lytic action being at once counteracted by the anti toxic 
action established. Sahli considers that this same hyper- 
sensitiveness explains recurrent attacks of acute rheunatism 
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pneumonia, and erysipelas. As a result of a former invasion 
and redo very hyper-aeneitiver.ese is acquired and so relapeee 
occur frequently, but owing to the establishment of specific 
anti .collies recovery is quicker than in a primary attack. 
The experir ente in super inje ,tì ß:äl explains wriy, although 
tubercle bacilli are in the blood stream, the dieeese seldom 
attacks fresh organs, the reason beino, that hyper -serss iti v times 
has been established and the dieeer4:inated tubercle bacilli bas 
been rendered iarmlees by the lysin. It al+o explains the coma 
parati a rarity of laryngeal tuberculosis in open tuberculosis 
of the lung; were it not so, the larynx could almost bound to 
be infected by the tubercle bacilli during expectoration. 
The theory of protective hyper- sensitiveäiesa is well 
borne out by the fact that children who have recovered from 
tuberculous adenitis seem less prone to serious tubercular 
lung affections. This hypothesis also goee far to explain 
immunity to the disease. People from comparatively tubercular 
immune areas, such as we may suppose the Highlands to be, if 
they migrate, say, to Edinburgh where the disease is prevalent, 
contract the infection in an acute form. The reverse applies 
in towns where the disease is prevalent. Morbidity is high, 
mortality low, This nay go a lore way to explain the lessened 
mortality from tuberculosis at the present tire. An analogy in 
found in the incidence of typhoid f ever in India, at one time 
it was supposed that the native of India was immune. It is now 
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known that this i91 not the carte, He has probably established 
a hyper-sensitivity by constant exposure to infection. 
The almost universal rcypermseensiúi'erity to Tuberculin is 
proved. by Von PiirefeetQe test whicn is nearly aleaye posi.tiFe 
in adults. Han.{e olff-Ifïsner can4lt<desa, with justice, 
that as inactive ouberculosies w:hicjd is present in most adults 
is protective 3s?a,i.nt any but t'le severe-st for of the disease, 
it is really only necessary to protect against maned infection. 
Wolf geEis3aaer explains; fever, and falis of temperature, and 
night sweats, as due to tuberculosis renuit irte, fron n per°' 
sensitiveness , He cons i:ä ere th,et it is dut.'.. to lytic s.c ti on on 
tre products of the tubercle bacilli becoming absorbed in the 
blood stream. He also c one id ear e that rises of t erre re;ture as 
the result of exercise in the tubercular are d'ae to the fact 
that on account of this more blood i brcught to the tv rcular 
focus and ass a result, more tuberculin is absorbed and lysinised 
in the blood Pi treamo Sahli states that abaoroti.on of bacillary 
protein in small doe oausen tc rise of temperature, and in 
large doeen a falle 
All this ie most important4 If one studies Pat terson °s 
Charts. in which the result of' eyxercieo on the temperature is 
recorded., one is s truck with the similarity they have to Tub- 
erculin temperature Charts. In both series, in most cases, 
benefit is observed by graduated treatment, and in both fse riee 
also the harm of Tuberculin or exercise in unsuitable cases is 
obvious* One ie also able to understand why Tuberculin 
should -ce avoided, or used with ïAie greatest caution, in 
febrile cases. 
Sahli then gor=r, on to discuss the general surgical 
#;reatL`len. t of 1'L'!3G?'ce.l.^.:"is, an TtabeZ'c'.?1in L:r"ea.t*;ent, irï 
the light of the Lysin Theory, and below will .t)e found 
a brief summary of hin views. 
He explains tCIP, ?'J?ref'it of reníovFi7. of large tubercular 
foci on the remainiiar* foci as follows: By the removal of 
the l°w: e f aCUg swhich absorbed l,ytic: and anti toxic anti 
bfldîeíie a large c`ìL'iQtlnit, of these are left free in the b.j.t;üd 
i3 tr. 3a471 and so are ...bl.e to de':l rit.h the smaller foci. 
Moreover, an excess of toxin í3 removed by ux.tirpation of 
'he diseased f ocue with _general benefit to the l.;a`:ient 
Bahrot found theE; in tubercular atth,icaea-pigs if part of 
the direaeed tissues be xefnov ;d they Uecarre le se sensitive 
to Tuberculin, and the ar iaals are iege easily killed by 
Tuberculin injections. He 6?Lpläiïas further, why in soue 
cases extirpat,ion of lTr.aphe.tic glande reau7.tR in improve- 
ment and sometimes in rlissez_íration of the. disease. It 
lytic 
dependo upon the degree of /a,ctic:zt and hyper-sensitiveness 
of the organism. Ir. the Tiret ease this le seSficient. 
In the second case, the disease being ìrantive, the lytic 
action is insuff is lent to res is the epreed of the bacilli. 
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He considers, therefore, that a cutaneous test should be 
perforzrEed prevzctue to operation. 
He believes that there is a true immunizang action 
establinhed as a result of Tuberculin therapy and that this 
ie not due to Tuberculin, but due to Tuberculin lysin. He 
c'vnsi(Îera that Wright's experiments with cpsonirls point to 
the existence of anti toxins ir. turerwe~losíee He points out 
that ia ell endo-toxic affections. it is probable that the 
anti toxic substances probably remain localized in the foci 
and do not gei.; intu the blood stream - hence they cannot be 
isolated, and so the preeeuLe of these anti 'aoaieR, though 
they almost certainey exist, is difficult of proof. One 
significant fact is that inorí3ise17;v iy:JSCn of Tuberculin 
ciiLliTl,ish sensitivity. This iw:3t be due to an anti toxin. 
7,icra it not cso each dose of Tuberculin would tend to increase 
tho hyper-sensitiveriess. - He defines the action of Tuberculin 
treatruPnt as f c: ìl000 : 
By progrsegi,re doses the l3Tsi:i i:s increased. In eonse- 
quariee bacte.riolJef.s takes ple.ce and the lyeinized Tuberculin 
sets up an irritative action in the foci. The 
acute toxic action is, 'r,rnwmvee, increased in F, higher nrafsar- 
tioreo hence reaction can be avoided by careful dosage. 
The Ly 9in Theory explains why highly sensitive cases often 
do extremely well under Tuberculin. Sahli suggests tnat these 
casus night be diagnosed by a n nGi.f'i.eci cutaneous test. This 
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we now employ at Margaret Street Hospital, as before stated, 
and treatment modified accordingly. 
Sahli states that no eorr )fete immunity to tuberculosis 
can be obtained by previous tubercular treatment. Por this 
reason it is impossible to protect the still healthy indiv- 
idual. Ton Gehring hue, however, irrar:.unized cattle against 
bovine tuberculosis by na an of attenuated human tubercle 
baci lii . 
Nathan. S3'tl'd! (B.14. J . le41) tiae attempted to 1.:?it!!t,i[li7.e 
C&46.4: 6.4
humo,n buinge wì 'ch a ctenue.tvcí iionwi rle "cAt-i-l---ineet-, his view 'being 
that bovine and i19.1masl bacilli arc antagonistic ;,o e_acn u;,saer. 
Aeeurr{:ing that the common feature of living tubercle 
bacilli and Tuberculin '9,0 hgper -sena rtivenc;:,¢s , the differ- 
ence in the two appears to be one of degree, the former 
causing greater hyper-sensitiveness. So, provided correct 
doses of Tuberculin be given, rising so an to correspond as 
far as possible with what tray be supposed to occur in pr. o- 
gres3sive disease, there are no signs of reaction. Moruover, 
the chemical ac sior of tubercie bacilli and Tlceel'cüiirl is, as 
hag been proved, identical, as antitomic:al tu'erclee een be 
produced by Tuberculin. 
The reason why re aL tx oxee occur at the be gi rnz isg of treaf,- 
merst and tend to nueÇ;ide, or not occur at all, me prc.ba.blsr 
because though the Tuberculin in iysxnxzed in .inc:retcsir:g quanti- 
ties it is neutralized by the anta, 1.0xi.tlt; of the 'body, nu that 
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hyper -sensitiveness is narked. This marked hyper -sensitiveness 
is an obstacle as the most important point in immunisation is 
hyper -sensitiveness with its inflammatory and bacteriolytio 
anti actions.. But this obstacle, viz: toximnnnity to lysinised 
Tuberculin is what is aired at by the reacticnlens method. In. 
°entrant to Xoch's original treatment with living tubercle 
Lavilli where there in no such toxixrusunity. That this is so 
is pr ogee) by the fact that in infected and super- infected 
guinea -pigs an inflammatory reaction is instantly produced as 
a rea>..:lt of super infection. Again, in cattle immunized by 
living bacilli, the absence of toximmunity if3 ahewn by the fact 
that though they resieted the first infection successfully, the 
second i.nfeetion produced an acute inflammatory reaction. 
The difference between the action of living bacilli and 
Tuberculin apj as e to be that in the former the Tuberculin 
aetians are gradual, in the latter sudden. A second explan- 
ation ira th .t"t-he production of the. isubstancc causing the pro - 
tective hyper- sensitiver.eiss to living bacilli - the lysin - is 
net sufficiently stimulated by the Tuberculin al such, but that 
the lysin in chiefly or entirely elaborated in the anatomical 
foci from the tisnue cells under the influence of the Tuberculin 
which in contained both in the tubercle bacilli in the foot and 
in the ciraLl tins blood. Thus the fenmation or lysin chiefly 
taken place in an or unism with tubercular changes and not in 
the healthy body.* 
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prom these two explanations Sahli concludes that 
Tuberculin is a real tubercle toxins 
Sahli is impreseed with the importance of hyper-sensitiveness 
and conniä,erc that thin should be our aim by some modification of 
technique, but at present frequent dose, end =esive R].'r17le doses 
seem to have failed to produce this 
it seems to be nleer. that Tuberculin le not epecifiC and 
that T, e, re is no antidote other than tubercle toxin, which stim- 
ulates t -vo setts of anti bodies, the "primary" which weaker. the 
tubercle bacilli and cause general and local reactions, :arid the 
"neconderv" which not apTh ins t the lysinized Tuberculin end lysin- 
izad tubercle Under this r en ,oninp the necegg ity of 
small and gradually increasing doses becomes clear, The aim 
should be the stimulation of the ?Mural healing. forces, following 
the means followed in spontaneous case, viz: the production of 
tox- lrr=runit~ and the stimulation of the local healing forces in 
the tubercular foci. In other words, it is a relative immunity 
which is our goal and iss aimed at by stimulating the body celle. 
In short, one cannot help coming back to the original idea 
There are no specifics. All. we can do is to asnist nature. 
If one grips this idea one can do much good with Tuberculin; 
if one fail to see it, untold harm. 
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5. 
PERSONAL CLINICAL EXPERIENCE 
IN TRE USE OF TUBERCULIN. 
Introductory. 
Perhaps I may be permitted to give a few words of explan- 
ation as to why I took up Tuberculin at all, as it has some 
bearing on he line of treatment I have followed 
In 1920 I had the good fortune to be appointed assistant 
physician to Margaret Street Hospital for Consumption and 
Diseases of the Chest, and about the same time became clinical 
assistant to Dr Henry Campbell at the West End Hospital for 
Diseases of the Nervous Sys ter a When Dr. Campbell heard that 
I was interested in tuberculosis he kindly gave re an intro- 
duction to Dr Camas Wilkinson, who was at that tire in charge 
of a Tuberculin dispensary in Chelsea. Dr n Wilkinson was 
extremely courteous to me and gave rye permission to attend 
his clinic whenever I felt inclined. I took full advantage 
of his permission and attended there regularly every Thursdgy 
for eighteen months. I had no knowledge from a practical 
point of Tuberculin and went there with an open mind as to 
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its value or otherwise. 
It took ne a long tine to understand what it wan all 
aboute but gradually it dawned upon mb that the people under 
this treatment, without any medicine whatever, were improving 
steadily, wheran a similar type of case whoa we were dealing 
With at Margaret Street with drugs, without Tuberculin. were 
certainly not improving to a similar extents This induced re 
to study the matter further, I mastered Wilkinson° s book, and 
later on read other works on the subject. By the kindness of 
DI'. Wilkinson I was permitted to treat a case from start to 
finish, he prescribing the doses for me. He considers that no 
man should attempt to treat tuberculosis with Tuberculin unless 
he has watched a case through a course from start to finish 
under an expert, and has carefully studied 100 charts and case 
sheets. This involves a study of at least six months duration 
and I am convinced that it is none too little. 
I gradually then, as opportunity arose, began to use 
Tuberculin in private practise for diagnostic purposes and if 
I got a reaction I treated them with Tuberculin. As time went 
on I used it more and more extensively. By the ccur.teiy of 
Drs Henry Campbell I have a clinic at the West Bnd Hospital 
for nervous diseases. I work there at cases diagnosed neuras- 
thenia and very carefully check these, and a proportion of 
those in whom I suspect tuberculosis as being the cause of the 
neurasthenia, I test and treat with Tuberculin 
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Six months ago I established a Tuberculin clinic at 
Margaret Street Hospital and, through the kindness of the 
staff, I have been able to deal with a fair number of cases 
From these various sources then I have been able to collect 
the cases recorded in this thesis, and have come to certain 
conclusions which I shall hereafter relate, as to the value 
of Tuberculin in the treatment of tuberculosis, and the pos- 
ition it should hold in Tuberculin therapy. 
My Method of Using Tuberculin. 
I realize the primary importance of clinical methods and 
use Tuberculin rather as a c onf irmtary test than as a means 
of diagnosis, I Make especial note of the symptoms, invari- 
ably take the blood pressure, when feasible have a skiagrast 
taken of the lungs, and in certain cases when it is deemed 
desirable I have an examination made of the urine, which 
sometimes affords very valuable information as to metabolic 
changes. In addition to this I rake a rough estimation of 
the haemoglobin and calcium content of the blood. 
Of the signs one need say little; I simply follow ortho- 
dox methods, but to detect early tubercle of the lung by means 
of physical signs alone is not possible. Positive signs are 
of value, negative of comparatively little use unless confirmed 
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by other methods (such as akiagraphy) a Symptoms in early 
tuberculosis are of more value than s igne. It is not qv 
purpose to discuss these in this theses beyond pointing out 
that generally speaking they are those of a toxaemia. 
With regard to blood presaßure, other things being equal, 
a low blood pressure is uaually present in tuberculosis. 
High blood pressure, of course, does not exclude this disease, 
but it is not nearly so common as the opposite 
A skiagrazn is an inunense help. It gives one a very good 
idea as to the presence or absence of activity, and it is 
extraordinary how closely 1î, coincides with the diagnosis 
trade cy the multiple cutaneous reaction. The readings should 
always be Trade by an expert. 
With regard to the metabolic changes in the urine I refer 
to say little, as the problem is being worked out by Drs Camp- 
bell, McClure, and Ellis, of Margaret Street Hospital, and the 
matter is still sub judice.. But there appears to be a tend- 
ency to alkalinity in cases of tuberculosis, speaking generally. 
Testing the coagulability of the blood is useful. It 
. / 
Calcium deficiency, which is usually one of the signs 
of tuberculosis. 
I need hardly mention that an examination of the epadum 
for tubercle bacilli does away with further diagnostic methods, 
but it is, of course, desirable to Rake a diagnosis before the 
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case has advanced as far as this, for it is is the early cases 
that the beet results are obtained with Tuberculin. 
Having then established a great possibility of' the case 
being tubercular, I proceed to test them with Tuberculine 
I am fully aware of the fallacies of the Tuberculin test. 
The frequency of cases which react to it, the doubts which have 
been thrown as to whether it denotes activity, or simply latent 
tuberculosis, and so on. Again, there is the question of its 
safety or otherwise to be borne in mind. With regard to the 
latter point, it seem to ue to entirely depend on the class 
of care in which you use it. Luckily, in the obvious cases there 
is no necessity to emplpy it. In the doubtful cases, when it is 
of' such value, I have never seen any harm done. In fact quite 
frequent3,y there is an increase in appetite and body weight, and 
a diminution of' symptoms. This is in itself' a diagnostic point. 
Sahli, who is against diagnostic injections, acknowledges that 
such changes after therapeutic doses ss help to confirm the diagno- 
sis, for the effect of these doses on the non- tubercular is 
practically nil. 
The fact that so many react to Tuberculin does not seem to 
me to be an argument against its use. No one nowadays, would 
I isragine, test the healthy with Tuberculin. It is only when a 
person goes sick with symptoms pointing to an upset of the 
"Tuberculin Balance", if one nay be permitted to coin an 
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express ion, that one tests them. If you do not test your 
cases and are a believer in therapeutic doses, as Sahii is, 
I fail to see how you can avoid sorietiv s putting a patient 
through a long course of treatment who is really not tubercular 
at all, I know I should have done so had I not enployed the 
diagnostic testa As to whether the test demotes activity or 
not is a very difficult .question indeed, but he fact that 
symptoms clear up : eruarkably sometimes under treatment does 
point to there being teoue active lesion somewhere, perhaps too 
small to be diagnosed by clinical methods. 
The multiple cutaneous Tuberculin test, which Z have dealt 
with, elsewhere, appears to coincide very closely with the 
physical signs of the skifterams. In fact at Margaret Street 
Hospital a diagnosie in made on the sum totla of the three 
sets of phenomena, viz: physical signs; X ray appearances; 
and the multiple cutaneous reaction. Positive physical signs 
outweigh t se other two, but in the absence of these the latter 
are of great value. 
In uyr own practise t employ the intra mu cular diagnostic 
test, which I learnt from Cause Wilkinson. I do so because, 
I think, it requires great experience to be able to form a 
correct interpretation of the cutaneous reaction, valuable as 
it is in certain hands. I also find that the intra muscular 
ne thod in my hands has two advantages: 1. It is not too 
delicate. 2. You can get a rough idea as to what initial 
49. 
treatment dosa you can coxnr=ence with to best advantage. 
At one time I used this test more or lens as a routine, but 
since reading ßahli °s work I confine testing to cases in 
which the diagnosis is doubtful. In most oases begin test- 
ing with a lower dosse than that advocated by Came Wilkinson, 
or dose it appear necessary, or desirable, to have a severe 
general, 'focal, and local íi s turb.ance. Cochrane and 9praweon 
(Guide to the Use of Tuterculin) object to diagnostic injec- 
tions on the ground that by so doing you law produce hyper- 
sensitiveness, and this is undoubtedly (though not, X think, 
usually) 'th ; case. 
On no account Shoul6 th i£+ di gnus tic tep- ÿ "rie applied 
**605_4 in febrile cases. On that point All i .9;.t) o: °itiee are 
new agreed, 
Hexing decided to give a diagnostic injection, I present 
the patient with a chart (Fig i) and instruct hin to take his 
temperature in the !notith for five minutes 4 tines dRi ly, and 
record it on the chart, and to have his weig'zt taken. 
Similar .;harts are used throughout treatment and the Weight 
is rc;ccrded once a week. In hospital treatment I record 
the weight bi- weekly. Cochrane and Spr.awson advise a daily 
record of weight, hut, except in an institution this is hardly 
practicable for most esses. I find that the simpler and less 
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HEALTH REMARKS. 
Weight 
Por diagnostic purposes most people use Old Tuberculin, 
I prefer T. A. P. (Tuberculin Albumose Frei) because, being 
free of albumone. it is not so delicate in its action. 
Another reason is that it seems to be advisable to test a 
person against the tuberculin with Which you are going to 
treat that patient, therefore, as I invariably now treat 
patients with T. A. F. I prefer to use that Tuberculin in 
diagnosis. The initial dose I begin with for diagnostic 
purposes is T.A.P. °0005, or under. If no reaction is ob- 
served I give .001, then -D02,-0040 then .01. If there is 
any sign of a reaction I either consider the diagnostic dose 
has been given or repeat the dose. 
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I classify my cases into hyper -sensitive, - those reacting 
to 00005 and under, normal sensitive, - 001 to 002, subsonsi- 
tive, d °003 and over. The classification is a rot gh one, but 
helps one in deciding on the initial treatant doge, a point of 
great importance. I will, however, deal with this matter when 
I come to treatment. 
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gypersemnsi tivh e 
Severe+ general and /peal 
reaction, lc>~ t one pour1l 
in weight. 
Soon lost 9ansi+].verie!°iá9 
under subsequent tro rrnesnt 
and gained 8 lbs. 
52 . 
During diagnosis I warn people that 
they muet expect some 
reaction and that if it occurs 
they should rest and bathe the 
arm with hot water. I find that, probably 
as the result of 
education in the effects of enteric innoculation 
during, the ware 
a reaction doe not, as a rules alarm the pmtient. 
FIG. 3. 
Normal Sensitive. 
No reaction with -0005. 
Some reaction 
T,A.F. °001, and on 
repeating; dose, greater 
reaction. Lost nearly 2 lbs. 
With try present knowledge 
I should npt give the second 
dose of .001 in a case of 
this type. 
Did well undei treatment, 
gained 5 lbs. 
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Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5, show specimens 
of reactions according 
to classification. Bige V e r 
shows a negatie result. I have 
seldom seen any ill effects from 
tIleRe teat doses, in fact they 
often seem to do good. 
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ASE 
In patients who are neurasthenic you should proceed with 
caution and be content with sortie indefinite 
symptom, such as 
headaaheE and slight local reaction. If you push 
your doßafre 
too rruch you are apt to frighten your pltiente and 
ar: a rer.ult 
they may refuse to ro on with the treatment. 
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T.A.P. . 005 had 
been reached. 
Note very even 
temperatures. 
Completed course 
with no further 
reactions. 
Gained 8 lbs. 
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In fact, in all cases, I now go cautiously with testing. 
As one's experience increases one realise," that the 
:rt. ority 
of people, even those in what i + comzionly called good 
health 
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a reaction. 
Note the very 
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One also realises that severer oases may not react at ail, 
and that hypersensitiveness points to by no means an unfavour- 
able prognosis. At the sane time it is too good a thins to 
discontinue for theoretical reasons. Thore is one matter in 
which it in of the greatest assistance, and that is the initial 
treatment dose. Till someone can definitely state from the 
multiple cutar.e :our reaction what the initial treatment dose 
should be, it seems to me that intra muscular dine nos i t o in- 
jections must be eupîoyed. I am gradually coming to some con- 
clusions on this matter, viz: the value of the multiple cutane- 
ous reaction from this viewpoint, but py observations are at 
present insufficient. 
Granting that Tuberculin i9 of service in many cases, and 
granting that it 13 of dinse.rvics in others, which moot people 
allow, and granting that there ciao n not seem to be very much 
to °hoose between. the various preparations, the question must 
resolve itself_ into one of dosage. It appears to re that the 
only rational way to F.,et to this at rrenent is to give test 
doses, and when you get a reaction to wait awhile and begin 
again with a smaller dose of the same Tuberculin given in the 
sane way. If this causes a reaction wait again, and try 
again with again a smaller dose. Wilkinson considers that 
At is the large doses which do good, and. I gather from watching 
him that he begins his initial treatment dose, when he can, 
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with T.A.P., °0001A but that in a hyper- ssennitivo cane he 
drops much lower-than this, but with regret. 
Wright, and Professor Byres of Guys e belong to the 
small dose school, but I underc tared they deal chiefly with 
surgical tuberculostwe which cases tend, to be hyper -sensitive. 
Speaking in the most general terms, I should say, from 
a birder -eye view of thy problem, that in oe1ere cases of 
tuberculosis without mixed in actions, you can push Tul- erculin 
without any effect. The patient is already manufacturing so 
much that the little more you put in has little effect for 
good or ill, That they die is no proof; they will die in 
any cane, But in the hyper -sensitive you may kill that hyper 
sensitive r e9 istin ; power, and may do an infinity of harm. 
The art eeerrg to be to overcome that irritability without 
harm, and it iq in these case that my chief interest lies. 
S realise that health matters, not life, and appreciate 
Sir Andrew Clarliees saying.- "Return to the ways of physio- 
logical righteousness," I also believe that the same results 
can be obtained by sanatorium treatment on the lines of Patter- 
son of Pr inlev , He apparently manufactures Tuberculin by 
natural means, vine by graduated exercises. 
The chief role of Tuberculin, I am convinced, is in am- 
bulrit cases, and though I readily concede the value of 
58, 
Sanatoria, a method which can be pursued without the expense 
of sanatorium tre_Lta ent, such an the reaotionlees method of 
Sahli, must receive serious consideration. Whether it is 
epeoific, or simply imitates naturels method by increasing 
the resisting power of the body cells, is a difficult matter 
en which to form an opinion. That it does good when proper - 
ly used, there is little doubt.. 
T41chn11ue4 
This scene to be a suitable opportunity for describing 
the technique I use, before entering upon the details of 
treatment, A technique, to be satisfactory, must be simple, 
and aU st ne reduced ao nearly as possible to a matter of 
routine. 
my impedimenta are: 1. A small sterilizer. 2. A glass 
syriiu;e of about 4-co content, and No. 17 record needles. 
3, A 1 .00 glass pipette graduated in ' the of a.c.e. 4. A 1 
10/ 3.0 
5. Methylated of a.o.e pipette graduated in 1 
the 
100. 
spirit to clean the pipettes. 6. Normal saline solution. 
7 T.A.F. Tuberculin albumose fret. C. A spirit lamp. 
I have had made for 'se a stand to hold the pipettes; see 
accompanying ske toh. 
/ 
f,e 
it ils Ac arranged that I can swing the pipettes to any 
angle without removing them from the stand, a natter of 
considerable importance in practical working. 
I make up ¡ny dilutions as follows; 
From the original solution. which is in a 1ec ec e bottle, 
I crake a 1 in 10 solution by taking . 9.c.c. (using the large 
pipette) of salt solution, and . 1.c .c. (using the sell 
pipette) and mixing them in an empty l.0 eC e bottle. To make 
a 1 in 10 dilution a similar proceedure is adopted, but sub- 
stituting i in 10 solution for the original. In a similar 
way 1 in 1000 and so on are prepared. 
In this way I have a series of dilutions arranged in 
serial order and kept in a special stand which can be depicted 
diagrammatically thus: 
1 in 100,00 1 in 10,000 1 in 1,000 1 in 100 1 in 10 
1 2 3 4 5 
Original 
6 
Suppose I wish to give . 0000001.cc T.A.P. I remove 
the plunger of the syringe, fill the i co pipette up to a 
convenient extent, say, .75 of a c.c. with the salt solution 
diluente Then into the smaller i of a c.c. I fill up to the 
10 
bottom mark, which has a capacity of .01 of a c.c. with 
1 in 100,000 solution. I then eject the salt solution into 
the barrel of the syringe, then into the barrel I insert the 
smaller pipette and mix the solution well by shaking up and 
expelling. The remainder of the process consists in giving 
60 
the injection into the patie °n arm in the usual manner. 
The belly of the triceps in a convenient spot and the in- 
jection should be given, if you use a fine needle such as 
suggest, with the patient °n arm relaxed an otherwise you 
are apt to break your needle, 
Exactly the WARB proceedure is followed with the hither 
doses, except that when I get to .1 of the original solution 
I do my measures entas with the l.c.c. pipette reserving the 
small pipette for the diluent. If you use the dmall pipette 
for big doses you have to fill it several time and can easily 
miscount. Besides, it takes loner. I need hardly say 
strict asepsie is observed. 
Treatment. 
This may all be summed up in one word and that ie "dosage." 
Everything depends on this, and dosage depends on one thing, 
and that is sensitiveness. It in really out of the hands of 
the physician. It is decided by the patient and the Tuberculin. 
I am, of course, pre -supposing that you belong to a school who 
prefers to proceed without reactions, or at any rate slight oness. 
My experience is the sane an Camas Wilkinsons, that it is 
the big doses that really do good and, therefore, one should 
presumably begin with as large doses an one can without doing 
















one gets a fairly good idea from the diagnostic reaction. 
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It would have been obviously unsound to attempt further 
dosing for some tire, so I treated his cold with a deto>sicated 
coryza vaccine, and later combined this catarrhal vaccine with 
a small dose of T.A.P. which he stood quite well. I may say 
that if ï g ®t kt reaction with .0005 or under I always reduce 
the irritant t reatïre n t dose t o .0000001 . It fray not he ab- 
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Contrast the last case with that of Mise E.B. Pig. 8. 
There -,as a alight reaction with T.A.P. .001. It 
would have been wiser perhaps to have, been contented with 
that re.action9 but I wanted to confirm it, so repeated the 
dose with the result that the disturbance was somewhat 
severe. Owing to a holiday there me a longish interval 
before the initial treatment done of T.A. F. 00019 w?.ich 
caused no reaction. There were no subsequent reactions of 
ilrportance during treatment. 
64. 
rISE 
Fig. 9. is an example of a case which reacted to .002 
without a severe reaction. Next time I gave art initial 
treatment dose of .0001 and doubled up rapidly till T.A.P. .001. 
After this I went more slowly, but she completed the course with- 
out further reactions. 
FIG.9. 
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;EASE 
FiF. 10. P.P.S. is an example of a subsensitive came. 
It would have been wiser perhaps to have Font to 094 instead of 
005 as the r eac ti en w as a very s eves e one. It, however, did him 
no harm, 90 after an interval I dropped back to .0005, but was 
able to rapidly increase the dosage, The oan did remarkably well 
and was only a short time under treatment. 
BIG. 10., 
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It would require a much greater experience than mine before 
a dogmatic statement could be ,fade ae to the initial dose, but 
it would appear tc me that a rough e^timate can be made on the 
lines indicated above, always bearing in mind that it is better 
to under done than over dome, but that at the sane tree the most 
good is done by the largest dose a patient can tan without 
harm. 
Having fixed on the initial dose and it having been given 
without harm, I usually proceed in this order. Say .0001 has 
been given without detriment, proceed next to .00015, then 
00025, then to .0004 .0006 00085 
each cane on its merits. 
nest give the saire dose 
.001 and so on, judging 
If there is any sign of hypersensitive- 
' ,aiñ, it, or omit it altogether, 
according to circumstance s. It is impossible to lay down rules, 
each case must be judged on its merits. 
For instance, take Fig. 11. Part of riss F.W'C. tempera- 
ture chart I w as able to puent the doses. There was a drop in 
weight on the 8th., but there was no reaction, so I proceeded 
with cautiously increased doses. On the 16th she had gained 
a pound, and on the 25th gained another pound, and was keeping well 
in every way. Consequently, one was able to rapidly increase 
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12. Par of' CYt-fx t of fi E.G. Tilers .Mas gorB 
hypi;r-senitív.,:ness at 00035. Thv.° sarre dose .a.s consequently 
repeated. This was obviovsiy over.loitc , as hewn by inoreasieci 
ririe of tez f,eratt;:re, a;'id s of weight. 
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I therefore dropped to .0001 and repeated this. Mote 
immediate rise in weight. 
Since I have taken to T.A.F. arid. T.X.F. alone I find teat 
I gat much less; severe reaceioiie and this 14 all to the good. 
Occasionally I hare had a mild reaction with 0.T. (old Tuberculin) 
which I used to 13ee for testing and this was followed by quite a 
severe reaction with a mild dose of P.T.O. I must confess I 
have neee seer any harm follow, but it causes needless discomfort. 
The Maximum Dose. 
There is no definite rule as to when you should atop treat- 
ment. Cafae Wilkinson fixes 1. c . c . of ^ :.A.. F. as the aboee that 
should be aimed at and I follow his teaching, but aes Sahli s_ye, 
there is probably an optinium dose for the inlividual. When 
large doses are ?. in- reached it is wiser to go ncre slowly, 
for, incertain cases, hypersensitiveness is again established 
and it appears to be wiser to leave well alone and not press 
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Pig. 13. Part of chart of Nrs 8. lo a good example of 
the importance of knowing when to stop treatment. She had 
71. 
r- 
practically no react/011s until .7 was reached, when she had 
a severe react on. So dropped the dose to .55. This had 
no effect. I then gave .6 This was followed by a reaction 
I went back to .55; no effect. Then to .6; a severe reaction. 
Evidently the Six i t in her case was .55. Ass she 7vas b ci- .inning 
to lose weight it was obviously inadvisable to continue treat - 
ment further. 
It appears probable that these late reactions are due to 
actual overdosing, and is really poisoning with Tuberculin. 
They seem to be quite different in their nature from early 
hypersensitiveness. The early reactions seem to be due to 
irritation set up by the small doses. It also seers to me to 
explain why small doses start hypersensitiveness in surgical 
tuberculosis in people who are comparatively healthy, and also 
explains why Sahli and his ochool object to diagnostic tests. 
It is the fear that you may strike a case in which the anti 
bodies are insufficient to produce a reaction until a poisonous 
dose of Tuberculin has been given. Luckkly there is no necessity 
to run this risk. One realises the danger, and it is unjustifi- 
able to test casen in whom the diagnosis can be Trade by other 
means, 
72. 
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Optinium done. -25. T.A.F. 
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Took 1.c.o. witìzout detriment. 
78. 
Weeks I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1213 1415 16 17 18 19 20 21 222324 25 26 
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Optirtiura dose .1 c.o. T.A.F. 
80. 
Appended; Figs 14 to 21, are norm samples of we4ht 
charte in patieree eilo 61(1 Teel'. Volt of there weee eele eo 
complete the ceurse up to 1.c.c. but in n fear I thin ei woul 
have been heter if I had diecontinued when the eeight began 
to drop a little. I do not think it i wise to insist on 
reaching 1.c,c. when in testing you give a rierson a free till 
of health as fa e as Tuberculin ie conuelaed if they do not 
react to .01 c.c. It seeml illogical. Take the came of 
Mrs N. 15. She reached her optinium -eeic,ht with T.A.P. .25 
and was abeolutely ,eell in herself. There eon little object 
in continuing further than this in such a case. 
The above weight charts are samples of caf4wi Which did 
well on Tuberculin. But the ie a reeersc side of the picture, 
and it would he poseible to give examplee of cases in ehiCie it 
certainly did no eood, but possibly harm. However, if one 
bears in mind the all-importance of hypersensitiveness and 
toxaemia, one should not rake mny mietakes. 
With regard to treating severe casen of Tulerculosis 
with pyrexia, I agree with the teachinF, cf Sahli and Came 
Wilkinson, Tuberculin should be avoided for the time being. 
Baedelier and Ropke advocate it in small doses. I have tried 
it repeatedly, but it seems to ne to serve no useful purpose 
and it may do harm. 
It is far better to treat the case in such conditions 
an general principles, and if a mixed infection is suspected 
81. 
to deal with this with a vaccine. A catarrhal condition 
should a].wa'g be dealt arith. For tais I find noth1íi 
better than a detaxic;ated catarrahal vaccine manufactured 
by the Genatcosan Company. It consists of: 
Pheumocacci 15,000 millions; Me Catarrhalis 12.000 niilions; 
B. Fiedlaau3er 5,000 millions; B Septus (Hof mn%) 5 niiiions; 
Staphylococci 5,000 millions; Haemolytic Streptococci 2,500 
millions; Be Lufluezao (Pfeiffer) 5,000 million per ce 50,000 
millions. 
The initial dose as recommended by the manufacturers is 
far too high for tuberculosis cases. They recorn; nd .lec.c 
You can get a violent reaction with a mu en less dose than mis. 
I had one case which reacted to 102 with 001 of this vaccine 
However, it is usually sage to begin with 001 and double up 
002; .04; .08; and then to go more slowly and get it more 
on Tuberculin lines e1; .15; .25; and so on. 
It can well be combined with Tuberculin, as is seen in 
the chart of Miss P. Pig. 16. 
As just nentione :, however, even with a detoxic_i ted 
catarrhal vaccine, giver in sail doses, you may occasionally 
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The Case of D.A.P. 
In such a case it is advieahle to discontinue the vaccine . 
84. 
Ordinary coryza vaccine as supplied e,i by Tesarq ?arks; D vies 
shoul,l be used '-.it1, the greatest caution as to dosage in t1 ;i r.- 
eulosis . I ' have had this brought to my notice very- pstrkk'y 
lately. At Margaret, Street we have the care of officers 
suffering; from tuberculosis under the ?"[inistry of Pensions. 
At the request of other rer. hers of t} he staff T. have undertaken 
.to live "vaccines for colds" to such officers as required this 
treatment. I find that even with .1 of a c.c. the reaction is 
sometimes exceedingly violent and in followed by a logs of 
weight. I treat this vaccine now in the tubercular with con- 
siderable respect, and prefer in most cases to uqe the detox- 
boated vaccine described above and to give in very graduated 
doses. I use it very considerably in cases of high tempera- 
ture with benefit when it would be quite unsafe to use Tuber- 
culin. 
85. 
hRïíIRI'4 I HAVE TIW11xFD WITH 111RERCULIr1e 
lnt: cductorL 
When you are approaching rt difficult sublet iv a oriticti 
attitude t:.e only war is to attack it al an enerity to ÿmr pre- 
conceived ideas. 
It >rculc3 !,o eras ;y, by to cin& favourable cares only, to 
write up Tuberculin as the cure for all ills. /t would he 
squall; easy to select unfavourable canes and cnndern it in 
like manner. ThJ.s ¿re t ed has been freely used, with the 
usual result - chaos. If anyone could write a treatise on 
when to use Tuberculin arid when to avoid it the problem wclA.s3 
be simple. Till this problem has been e lve9i c ientificR it 
nothing can be donee All the ordinary ran can do is to go 
cautiously and record hin results. What I propose to do is 
to give a. frank account of my cases, and to acknowledge ny 
errors as they are apparent to rre. 
Sahli rightly points out that in order to give Tuberculin 
rationally, you must have a theory as to its action. Otherwise, 
you are working empirically and you give dose after dose as 
shots in the dark, only pulling up - perhaps too late - when 
you have done definite harm. 
ÓÓe 
As a renult of readin ; l thought, and study of ny .own 
cases, I have formed u working hypothesis, which, tho.&g 
it may be a wrong one, has helped me-considerably with pry 
latex caeef3. 
It is3 based en hypereensit.ivenese.. Without going 
into the question of the mode of infection in tuberculosis, 
which is without the purpose of thiP thesis, I take it for 
granted that the great majority of mankind have in childhood 
acquired tuberculosis, but that the body cells have been 
sufficiently powerful to prevent the spread of the disease. 
Pottinger, quoting Hamburger, says that there is pro- 
gressive increase of children who react to Tuberculin from 
the 2nd to the 14th year. In the 2nd year only 4 to 9% react. 
This mild infection in children may actually be a provision 
of nature: the .mild infection may have established suffi- 
cient an bodies to antagonize the mass infection to. which 
the child Tray be constantly exposed. Such children will 
resist the introduction of more Tuberculin, which they show 
by hypersensitiveness. 
I object to the assumption that hypersensitiveness de- 
notes activity. Were this so the severity of the condition 
would be comparable to hypersensitiveness. You could say 
that the condition ivss<s more serious, when using a modified 
87. 
Vox Pirdtret, with a reaction of 1 in 500 than 1 in 100, 
but this is oerta,inle not so. 
For instance, in the case of Lucy C. She reacted 
to 1 in 500, but no abnormal Fhys o l sicvne were detected 
and the 8kiagraphiats e report wee "lunge apparently normal." 8e 
In the case of "glands "and lupus; thane are often very hyper- 
sensitive, but the conditions are not t3erious G.c regards life. 
Carne Wilkinson says that if you want to produce hyper - 
sens ìtiveness you will Five a minute close, and that after a 
considerable interval, gear, a week to ten days, you will give 
another minute dose. 
What I think happens is that the small dose acts as an 
irritant; there is not enough Tuberculin in the body to 
assist, and consequently there is a severe fight between 
the injected Tuberculin in the body and the anti bodies. 
In ten days tine the Tuberculin has all been used up, but 
the-inflammation of tissues has not subsided and therefore 
a fresh dose of Tuberculin injected, acting on inflamed 
tissues, causes more reaction than before. Supposing, 
however, you repeat the dose of Tuberculin in, say, three 
days - then this extra Tuberculin causes a reinforcement 
of anti bodies to corre to the assistance of those already 
fighting, and the tubercular toxin is neutralized without 
a fight, that is without a severe reaction. That something 
88. 
of the kind takes place I feel cerj n. Otherwise I do 
not se#I how repetition of the scram small close c:an 
in the end, to xmproverent without reac;t4on, hìch is 
the case. With gradually increasing :loners, xcre and morzt 
an 4i bodies are formed and if the Tuberculin is not in ex- 
cens the Tuberculin bilance 13 min-tained and áhorG is r :a 
aationlei.i progresu. 
Wilkinson says "never double; if you do you way ;et 
a severe reaction." L.-nave proved the wisdom of this many 
a time, and it is quite compatible with my "TubercLlin 
Balance" theory. As tire goes on, ana as tJ e anti bodies 
are getting stronger and more numerous, you can safely push 
your Tuberculin for the anti bodies are strong enough to 
deal with it. When however, you are getting to really big 
doses, say, anything above .01 c.c. which is taken an the 
limit dose for the Tuberculin test, you may be putting in 
more Tuberculin than it is possible for the individual to 
deal with, for I tae it that the formation of anti- bodies 
{oust be limited, and that the limit in some individuals is 
reached sooner than in others. You then are up against 
Tuberculin poisoning. There is more Tuberculin in the body 
than the anti bodies can deal with. In this way you are 
directly harming your patient. This Tuberculin balance 
theory seems to ne to explain why in testing old cases of 
89. 
tuberculosis you have to push the test to sae, t`Ol o?: 002. 
The e g,ae :ee .. :euîf has already á s r o', , tt i?.stterï iuf. 1 ,, anti 
bo:lxPS to deal vi `h the Tuberculin up to that ex4an 4. : ú 
also ex;7.1°{t219 T'hy minute dosen of 1u?)ex'(;ul;Lrl apparently 
have no effect in leeere tubercr-.loeis. More thf:.n euffiei.ent 
Tuhareulin ìe already beim formed. It aleo exri}.ina how a 
largo doge in such a ease may Faa?.l;f kill. I tains it, then, 
that the main une of diarnpq tic tents in, not to ascertain 
the extent of extieity, which can be found out more effici- 
ently by other tents, but ^..s a test of hyper-sensitivity, 
and, el such, a ge ide to don age e 
Wright (Studies in Irmunization) reports a re ;arkable 
case of a wouan with lupus, who, as a result of groin over- 
dosing with Tuberculin, lost her left arm. She cue into 
his hands sone years afterwards and by gradual immunization 
with small doeee, he restored her to comparative health. 
This was obviously a case of Tuberculin poisoning in a 
woman with powerful resisting powers. 
It mae be as1 d what in the justification for tenting 
people when the reaction is so uriivereal. I disarm criticism 
by eayìng7 "none, if you een m ke your diacenceis by other 
means," but the more T nee of the disease the more I am con- 
vinced that obscure syeptorr:a are frequently due to a tuber- 
culin toxaemia, and that veeen you have decided that this in 
90. 
the case, by ascertaining the degree of hypersensitiveness 
present, then you are better able to treat your petient on 
raticllei1 h uee. 
D005 hypeenet1Filtivenese explain the harm of giving 
Tuberculin in a mixed infection9 I think it does. 
Let it be granted that trio catarrhs, for ïnetance, of 
tubereulCeie of the lungs are more' or less an acute chn- 
dition, and let it be granted that Tubsrc' lin is an irritant. 
It follows that inflammatory action m t be increased and 
the catarrh rendered worse. 
Working on the above hypothesis then, my present methods 
are as follows. 
I make ivy diagnosis by other means if possible. Failing 
that, I test with Tuberculin, being satisfied with the small- 
est local, focal, or general reaction. I then treat the 
case, beginning with the highest dose that the reaction 
appears to permit; inorea:se py doeee cautiously; then more 
boldly, till there is an indication that I am getting near 
the optinium doses, end then proceed very cautiously for fear 
of le to poisoning. 
I am aware of the pitfalls in my theory, but it has 
proved of service to myself, and I give it for a that it is 
worth, 
91. 
Classasii."ic%tion of Cases, 
When one is dealing with a limited nut.ter of cses 
it is questionable, if a definite classsific.ation is of 
much service. 
It is obviously useless to divide them into surgical 
as 
and medical tuberculosis;/the latter in my practice so 
greatly predominates. 
It also appear unsound to classify according to the 
phynical signs detected in the lungs, for that depends 
very much on the skill and acuteness of hearing of the ob- 
server. 
It appears to me that the simplest classification for 
Ay purpose is to group the cases according to their sensi- 
tiveness to Tuberculin, anc? I have, accordingly grouped 
them into three main groups: A - Hypersensitive. 
B - Sensitive. C - Subeene itive. 
Additional group, are: D. - Those with T.B, in spectrum. 
E, - Miscellaneous. P. - Hospital Cases. 
92. 
s 
Cases; Veactinriz to 0005 and Under. 
1. 3Jre V. 326 Sntq first 24. 3. 20.a '.-{.. tc::.L= 
weak for save i üù.te9 used to spit up blood. I;ig;ht 
sweats. Preathle9e. Mis.arriage last Kovemlx3s.. ?Jro t.Á:er 
d1Q:0 of Phthisie. sims: 5yetolic at apex. 
Zncrca3c vocal frP_ ,i tus right apex. 
W ight est. `?.ïbs . Reacted to 100 to 0.1. 0005. Gop:reT:ced 
titmtment with P.T.C. 001. Then P.T.O. 0015 uitl? sliFrit 
2'ow7tioll. g. T.O. 002 produced sih.lveriT.,g headache and slight 
cough. fldo.ct..or. to 10G. ? repeated the 4os3e next time with 
the scare result,' then went to 00; severe reaction but felt 
better, i:;.-nd so on. Hud reactions tì11 F.T.O. 1 reached. 
After this mcre/b:c,Iasfs ract;í.ortles3e. Treater: with P.T.O. up 
to 1acc, tr:sn i'.T. up io a25 cc, then Q.T. up to 1.co. 
He.,Mlt. Pi.rlind. Dec. 20th. 21.. Peels very 
Reported Sept. 21. '21. Absolutely we11 in every respect. 
Gained 10 lbs. 
Te doeage in this Case wan pressed far too muCh for 3 
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2. E.W. 6 Years. Son of Vira W. 17. 6. '20. 
for ,,,tal.ve mc:iths . f?E'sv,-,i, niFht 9°r;ea.a.tQ . Thin. 
Nhthillg `+4,acial in lungs. hnlargeci t or.:A 1s= . 
Tesfi.ßCC. with O.T. .0002. IIißreasea iilìZUZlllt of expectoraLion. 
o 
0.`?'. .00041 reuCtrf: to :.01. 
eíZT±2i'1F.nGf.d f:l'eat,:Ï3Tl+i w].4ti . .O005. Severe r$i_cyiilrla 
;?Wreíîti'.il dose. No reaction. Treated 4l2th L'ä3 fO oF? oc. 
He seemed then ;:n aqtaLona:ry ccnái{.:icr+ am ir. x eally very 
go E?C ti!eFi.i th a I t.. i ed 21ÀT,"_"_ A' ] th i. i'. but th ifi L 1 a no ;, nu at him. 
His optir:iin: reìght ¡vas 2. 13. 0., after TI.T.U. 13. 
Repo/ teC'_ again tili:el'ï(' ia0ÿt:?ß ï:. ,, ;r. . WC= 1^'1:t . 4. 3. Apparently 
very well. 
This5 rf+,ae ap;:erzrs to biir.E. out the importance of not pressing 
t?Oí3alfTp t:+eS'crti the optimum for 1,;1£t1', t'ti:.t1en á. 
pia b 
2728 29 30 31 32 3334 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 SO 51 52 
96. 
3. ',d.ig,, ;;.P. 57. 28. 22. '20. 
T;iit o: V . Diarrhoea and S? 1C -Jcil.i. r one s_ u3k , before that 
for :ai.;{ .:;;;:3,+ss off c,olux and lori down. No appetite. 
Vo cough. 'To rii^.',!l.t ai= ye w,:11 ago. 
ßrc;;.her died or pht,nisis. Gall.rida :.:i neck enlarged. 
Phoj.c.l f:ivr.:a :, Harsh breathing bf. ïcr.R cla.Xicle both a:Wea . 
P. 100. B. Pressure I.30. rlh 901L Coagulb-tïùn tine 
six minute*. 
F?E.o.c;te:? to 100 .4 s/i*..h Q.T. 0005. Aching in _kcck and bead. 
Aligr: t ìc.ersl reaction. 
After 30 d::ys; given P.T.O. G005, reac:f:íon® but feels better. 
Po3!3 repeated twice. At i:1iii:' dole te?31perf)tç1=f? nor:!31. 
It would tedious to follow her case through, but 1 
give a specimen of an early portion of her chart. x treated 
her Nith F.`.l'.0 up to o1 co. 1 then put her on to P.T. , und 
later on tried her with a detoxicated vaccine. With this 
she not get 3o much local ::euc í.i. on, but she ati'll sucrer- 
ed from general reactions. She was a markedly hypersensitive. 
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ïlC?t at all proud of 'Ills cases. 8he e xproSse;i 
herself' as feoling better, 1..t. the drap ir: w eieA is not 
conslatent with E acxi trbHtrr,er:t. ; should have gone much 
.more a=3.utio%isly into thr._ _ios£ige than T 
99* 
4. .A.*4. 1, !_:' 8. .x ztrv.7t,n îIt,tle boy'. Uff colour. 
eîú 1.'ced. fldenoicis. Liver enlarged. Nothlr.g 
to i't E? 1'r;t.t In lungs. r.l'. 80. .iLitS7ílo6l[Jbilt 70°o" 
Clots i:, 6 min1ltf;n. Reacted to .0002. Na marked rise 
of 1:f:ï"?x-:!'Fi.t.L'IE:' f f.`.it i " ..1s ?, 't,} Z" I: .;.rp i 1_.Ge dare 
gusrt: ?.;".G. .croa react,ee to 105. After a ,a;eek #vIve 
.M05, r'E:r:A;t?G° 9t3rE;ro3.jr. r.gFiìri dJ'cT.peC_ to p..r.o. .0001! 
retIctod, but after 1'.T.0. .0C,02 hacc no further reactions. 
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A. . r . 
' ,.° 'ß ci 3!. f :' fè. t u r t C.6 was t1-3B s e VCi r 3 
i'f.ac «ïotlr! with P.T.O. i?f h3(-7 r.î a.*'tiC:1J 
no Z'iáilCti.Cin with Q.m. T_.:i,l ur.ccrnr:ior., but it 
ally occurs aria d is one of the reasons I dislike cñ ai.ging a 
proptr:ction. Ir. spite of the reactions, he 4e=di1y gained 
weight, and ciid veil up to P.T.O. 1. Afteu this he began 
to ehow signs of toxvsov'ia. 
101. 
5. Y.C. Age f. Cc1c'.s. I?irk1t sweats. Lost weight. 
15. 5. 
T'i.y tsic:i,+. ilt rizi: t:l.bs:;CÚ 'Tï.íFi i cSá'Y.. ,n c".é'13d rt ,L ......_ 
resonance .tight apex. L.P. 10C;. p. 4. Hb 70. 01(;ts 
in 6 Lliz:u tes . 
r;eacted to 0."i. 0005 to 100. Lc;es.tl rYactin. 
fioL'iißtl(:E:Ci trcJatmetit with 1'.R'.© .0062, then 0005, O003:i. 
Ráac.%eu severa3.y to P.T.O. 00045. No reaction on rpeat.sñ 
doso. Tr.es.tdt. Y:ith P.T.O. up to .;ï. Then P.T. up ,.o .- . 
Months ' 















There are no special 
fs::t'u' .. s about this 
case. The boy at 
1oit a little 
«,c: ight, , he improved 
in general health very 
gru ch ar. d, as will be 
seen from chart, t? 
months a,f ;er discon- 
tinuing treatment he 
had gained several 
pounds. 
C) Mini Ea. 24. 20. 4. '20. 
Fl3£T Üo:' ': Off colour fnr a j'Lí`..r. HCa.iÌa3::t"2 f:zt1 7I. 
BiJ.ioli;ijlP%s:i ?din aÎtc,r fooa 
'TOrr,..''.. 3.iig . Off _`' c:)c3.. 
Tired. Dysmenorrhoea. 
Fllxaiqya sìflc:ßa Loud systolic at a-pox, increozecï vocal 
î remitus aight apex. p R.F. 100. Itaemcplohir. O. 
%;lot,i in eigr2t mirwes. 
ï,ocal r!rac ti(;r: ritt (?.`t'. Uc?C.S . C7n_"r. ncoPci t rea.r ert. with 
P.T.O. .000:i. Progressed without reactions up to f.d.Q. 1 o 
T^en. tr$îitad Yl1.t.Y1 P.T.P. and 71 1:11 T.A.P. up ,A) 1.eß. 
Result: On discharge was apparently well in every way. 
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I nacie the diagnonip, and I thin}:- wine/1y, on the á.;. ength 
of the loc:il :eac i,ic,ri8t arad that she fe3.t, much be .gr. A :.ow 
ÛCCC' PrI:s.4li1rEi G`OTT 3 nra.12'e dlff,eTenCC: rrtf:.. nu/ tti? 
e*.*ening t pmte raT ur e, end the e1 ht a,1, tera t : nnFt a!i taie 
iQl.1n!{ls, dP.C' .4` tc rrV CáÏ`[l.gri0:(j.ße 
i 
2 23 24 25 26 2728 29 30 31 3233 34 35 36 37 3839 041 42 43 
Minn R. V. 
TTo`.g the difference in the temp rature at the beginning 
and ç ni of '_ refit vent . 
The weight chart would give the imp" n on of loc,n of 
weight , but it in more apparent than teal and. in due to 
seasonal chanced of clothinge 
104. 
1. J.S. 10 Years. 9. 7e 921e 
11212a: 3 years ago "abeceRe rib" treated at Childr. ens s 
Hospital, Shadwell. Later developed rash, face, knees, and 
hands. Got wore lately. Treated at Skin Hospital =eithout 
any effect. 
Physical Earns; Nothing to detect in the lungs. Enlarged 
gland s3 neck. A chronic papular eruption, chiefly on the face. 
Tested with T.A.F. 0005. Reaction to 100. .days afterwards. 
This appeared to me to have no connection with the injection. 
I therefore repeated the dose. Reacted to 104. Pelt ill; 
arm inflamed; eruption on face increased. Omitted treatment 
for 14 days. Then started on a detoxic tted vaccine which 
produced very severe reactions till the dose was much reduced. 
Later took these very well. Later treated with TIA.?., core. 
r:encir with .0001 which he stood rer arkable well up to 1. cc. 
Result: fle put on weight steadily and generally improved in 
health. After the completion of the course the eruption 
becaue much worse. I did not see him during this tine, but 
his mother informed re that it eventually cleared and he 
becazre- quite fit. 
I think in this case I made a mistake in repeating the 
initial tent dose, as the boy was a delicate little child 
it was probable that he would react. 
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1. It means changing your preparation of Tuberctain, which, 
as I nave previously pointed out, sometimes causes re- 
actions. 
2. I have not been able to ascertain what dose of detoxicated 
vaccine corresponds to a lire quantity of T.A.F. so you 
are not sure of your dosage. 
3. I have failed to see the same extent of improvement with 
detoxicated Tuberculin as with T.A.F. This is all the 
more remarkable as for detoxicated coryza vaccine I have 
nothing* but praise. 
4. Detoxicttion does not appear to eliminate reactions which 
is supposed to be its rain function. 
106. 
S.S.W. 33. Chemist. 24. 12. '20. 
Hi88tory; "Storach trouble" indigestion for years, ?1or9e 
when worried, better i or taking pepsin. No covet. No night 
sweats. Stated to have had "lung trouble." 
Physical examination: Storach somewhat dilated. Liver en- 
larged downwards. Nothing detected in lungs. R.P. 125. p. 72. 
Reacted to 0.T. 0005 to 100 .4. Treated with P.T.0e, P.T., 
ant. T.A.F. up to 1. cc. This treaty: nt was practically r em 
actionle ss throughout and requires no d etá,iled description. 
Result: Indigestion entirely gone. Gained 6 lbs. I gave him 
a second course a year later and saw him at the end of 1922 
apttarently yell. 
tf 
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107. 
FIG, 50. e
C 7, s e 
9 . Miss E. F. 31. 29. 9. '21. 
History: Constant headaches. Bowels constipated. Appetite 
poor. Constant colds. Night sweats. 
Physical Eeamination: Nothing to detect in lungs or abdomen. 
Blood pressure 140. Hú. 80. 
Reacted to 100 .8 with T.A.F. 0002; aching all over, arm pain- 
ful and swollen. A week later I repeated the dose as I felt 
that with a blood pressure of 140 her resistance would be good. 
No reaction, and continued with practically no reaction till 
T.A.P. 1. cc. 
Result: Very inch better. Breathlessness gone. Appetite much 
better, gained 4 lbs. As she had still a cold I pave her 
catarrhal vaccine, which cleared this up. 
l Z 3 e-6 s~ 6 r 67 y l0 (( !Z Ç!G f/5 4 9 (2.7 go 
108. 
PIG. . 
Miss E. P. 
10. Mrs P. 35 years. 21. 4. 921. 
History: Child born dead sore years ago. 2 dilatations 
ovariotomy frequency of Micturition. Used to have cough. 
Father phthisical. Feels slack. Vomits at monthly periods 
and has great pain then. 
Phvs ical examination: Lungs apparently normal. Large mass 
of glands in right iliac fossa. B.P. 140. p. 90. 
Reacted to 0.T. 00005 to 100. After an interval of 10 days 
started with P.T.O. 0002. which gave marked reaction. I 
reduced the dose to P.T.O. 00001, but she still reacted. I 
then put, her on srall doges of a detoxicated vaccine which 
she took well and I was eventually able to get her on to 
T.R.P. which she took without reactions up to 1.' ce . 
Result: The course was a very long one, but at the end of 
it she stated that she was much better in every way. The 
,lands were still large. but she had more energy. The bladder 
trouble ceased, and there was lees pain at periods. 
This was a case of very marked hype: sensitiveness so often 
seen in gland cases. Were I treating now, I should not test 
at all, but get on to very smell, gradually increasing, doses 
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11. Mrs; H. 33. 13. 7. '21. 
H? c 1 orb 3 years duration attended Heart Hospital. Pain left 
side. "Stomach acid." Had rheumatism, never rheum :tic fever. 
No cough. Lost weight. Headaches, 
Physical Examination_ Heart apparently normal. Friction both 
1715 ioeq . B.P. 100. Reacted to 101 with T.A.F. 0005. 
After seven days gave .00005 o;' detoxicatad vaccine. Reacted 
to 104. Arm very p&iinfz.,l and seNo_llen. Reduced to 00001. 
Took this and subsequent doses up to 008 well. Then put on 
T.A.F. 0001, which she ',00k thout reaction and was treated 
up toI l.cc. T.A.F. 
Requit: Discharged well. Gained 9 lbs in weight. 
Vide Figures 2. and 15. 
The error in this case was in using a detoxicated vaccine. 
It would have been wiser to have dropped back to siìl doses 
of T.A.F. 
12. T. S. R. 2 6 years. 8. 11. '20. 
History: Bronchitis and cough in morning for 2 years. "Slack" 
at end of day. Pains; in stomach. 
ysical examination: flionchi all over chest, back and front. 
B.P. 100. p. 90e H.b. 80. Coagulation time 6 minutes. 
Reacted to 0.T. 0005 to 100. Arm swollen. Spat up a little 
blood. After a .reek's interval, gave P.T.O. 000 .5. Then 
reduced to P.T.O. 0001 for three does. No reaction and 
112. 
gradually incroase:.i up to P. T.0 .5. Tl:er, treated with T.A.P. 
cCr:;r°ricirlp; with .001. 'tie tcok this without reactions ue to 
Reeuult His weight remained about the same, but he stated 
at the end of the courge he felt a different Iran. There 
were ne abnormal phyaical signs to be detected in hie chest. 
His temperature and Freight charts are of no special 
interest so they are net recorded here. 
It will he noticed that I soon switched off from P.T.O. 
on Le T.A.P. for at this period I was beginning to realise 
the virtues of the latter preparation. 
13. W. F. V. 24. 19. 4. '21. 
History Began 18 months ago: followed cemobiliaation. 
Pain in a tomaoh after meals, 9 ater`]r ash" cough, ucee ell' t 
seat. Suffers from rheum ism. "Tired." 
P ysioal examination: Increased vocal resonance right base. 
Glandes in neck enlarged. Liver enlar *ed downwards. B.P. 120. 
p. 72. Reacted to 100 to 0.T. 0005. With the eeee re- 
peated giddy; arm swelled. Lost 3 lbs as r.eeuit of eeaction. 
Waited one week then tried with T.A.P. 0001 reacted to 105 
Arm swelled; s torratch swelled, but felt well. .After a week 
gave P.T.0 .00001 reacted to 103. Reriueed to P.T.O. 000005, 
which he stood well and from this point he took eceee well. 
After this I put pjim on a detoxicated vaccine which I took up 
113 
to 1. cc ami then switched on tc m.A,F. 00lp and cnmplete0 
up :,c ï. cc viitr.ou; further reactionm. 
Fes4lt: Discharged well. Nothing to detect in lungs or 
liver. Gai ne d 3 lbs. 
This ca=Yd brims out the folly of repeating a 
test dose ir. order to produce a classical reaction. 
It also At.ell illustrated the mintnke of cr,fa.ne;ing 
a preparation. The result of treatment was excllente 
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14. A. R. Aged 13 yearer. 11. 1. '21. 
History; Since birth cough, yellow expectoration. lost 
weight. 
Physical examination: Enlarged glands in neck, Riles 
rh a both lungs posteriorly. Liver enlarged. Tongue 
dirty. B.F. 90. Pulse 72 Hb 75. 0lots in 74 minutes. 
Reacted to 0004 to 100'. Arm Swollen. Ten days later 
gave P.T.O. 0005 reacted to 101. Repeated dose, reacted 
to 100. Gave third time, no reaction. Then cautiously 
inc*ea).ed dosage without nark d reactions, up to .6 
Then went on to T.A.F. 0005, and rapidly increased up to 
T.A.P. .0038. 
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This boy did remarkably wall. It will be noticed how he gained 
in weight in spite of reactions. But this is no argument in 
favour of reactions* 
117. 
15. Mims H.G. 24e 10. 2. °22. 
Hl8zCry2 Siee :ps badly. InClige3,ìiiior. Feels sick. Not lost 
Oougn tanrec or four ycarts. Night sweats. _tin _e5ggD 
knees and shoulders. Amenorrhoea. Headaches, "tired; °Poff fats. 
Phy^i c ;'.l exairina4..ion: 3rn1r- ..rged glands neck, Rigt apex harsh 
breathing. 3toaacli dilated. .Liver enlarged do wa.rds. B.P.125. 
Ho 76¡4 Clo -s xüìy. p 80. Reacted 20 T,A.r aO1 to 100. Marked 
local reaction. Gained weight. Treated with T.A.F. corrmencing 
wit; .00005 up to TeA.7. 1.cc, with hardly any reactions. 
Resui4: Lost we:ic-rit, but felt better in every way. 
For temperature chart sea Fig. 12. 
Months F!G ii- 2-- 
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It will be noticed that 
there iq a considerable 
drop in weight at one 
period, but as she felt 
very well and there 
were no reactions, X am 
inclined to think that 
it was probably due to 
a very hct spell of 
weather. 
118. 
Cases Reacting to 001 
l, Mrs M. 34 years. 5. 3. '21. 
History: Colds in head. Pleurisy 2 yearn ago. Lc At 
weight since scarlet fever five yearn ago. neurasthenic 
inch 
Physical examination: Very thin. Only one /expansion of 
chest, otherwise no definite physical signs. B.P. 96. 
p. 80. Hb. 65. Coagulation tine 6 minutes. 
Reacted to 100 with O.T. 001. Local reaction. After a 
week put on P.Te0, commencing with P.T.Q. 0005, 1 was 
able to r pidly increase the doses an s3he had no reaction,. 
Ehe had P.T.0 up to .6 Then T,A.LL comrencing wit .05 
up to 1. cc. 
Result: Very great improvement. She stated she felt 20 
years younger, and she was much less nervous. Gained 51 lbs 
in weight. 
The temperature chart is of no special interest 
so it is not shewn. 
Weight chart attached. 
119. 







2. . ¿e Ae d C. Sun of 74r-i Id. 
A peolr1F4h lit`le t'oy. G3r.nds in neck enlarg ci. Nothing 
test in lu.nc... to 102 with A.T. 003. Local 
re action and co.wr i. 
After yt:t4 .._iys interval ga're P.? .©. .001-, n,.: reap ;ion. 
Had marked reacticnF; whilst taking ssrali Cones of P.T.G., but 
later quiet`_ci down. Treated wit i 7P.7.'.0. ,,gip to i. cc. `Then P.T. 
up to et, followed by `1°.A.7. up to 1. cc. T.21.17. uu i ed 11.1.1a 
iruch be c;t . 
Reßult4 Though Ile aid not gain weight, he became much less 
ir: i ;able and he af-reared better in every way. Later he had 
his tonsils removed at Great Ormond Street, which improved 
his health a good deal. 
Attached are part of terriperature chart, and weight chart, 
of this boy. 
It will be noticed that there was no appreciable gain 
in weight, which is unusual. Possibly the fact that he was 
suffering from tonsils and adenoids may account for this. 
It will be seen that he had severe reactions, but they 
did not affect health, in fact he appeared better. 
Note severe reaction on repetition of same dose of 
P.T.O. 0025. 11/47o reaction ,.vhen dose was slightly reduced. 
Also noto the even morning and evening temperature at 
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J. M. Weight Chart. 
12'6. 
3. V. S. 12 years. 1. 8. e21. 
,History Tired; irritable for sort time. Glanda in 
neck enlarged. Hbe 80. B.P. 90. Nothing to detect 
in lungs. 
Reacted to 99 with T,A,F, 001. Four days later reacted 
to 105 with T.A.P. 00005. Fee19 well, but cold. 
Marked local reaction. Waited seven dave then gave T,A. , 
000005; reacted to 103. A peek later gave P.T.O. 00001 
reacted to 102 .8. 
In spite of severe reactions gained 3 lbs in weight. 
Ti-en put on small doses of d e toxicated vaccine, which did 
not cause reactions. Treated her with this up to .004 
Ten put her on T.A.F, 00058 and treated her without any 
rr +ore reactions up to T.A.T. 1. cc. 
1 ult: Absolutely well. Gained 1 st. 2 lbs in weight. 
The error in this case was in giving a dose eo quickly 
after initial reaction. It would have been 'ratter to have 
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4. Mrs 8. 33. 16. 5. '20. 
History: Cough for sore years. Father and brother cor:cumptive. 
Phvsica.1 examination: Pales both apices posteriorly. 
Reacted to 0.T. 001. Treated With P.T.0e P.T. and 0.T. up to 
1. cc without further reactions. 
Resuit: Very much better. Gained nearly 10 lbs in weight. 
Ths case call, for no special remarks. It eras; a 









Vie LF rlt Chart. 
127. 
5 . Mrs R. 44 years. 15. 8. °21. 
History: Operatea on for septic peritonitis ; oîlorri iç a 
miscarriage last November. Bad health for years. Languid, 
ßleepy,easily exhausted, catches cola easily. Lost 3 9t. 
since operation. Bad family history. 
FIG. . (1*rm H.) 
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yh =tsical examination: Teeth 
very Storch dilated. 
L:..ngs and heart apparently 
normal. B.P. 100. Ver:¡ nervous.; 
Vcìr t7iS've t' 9 raction ne,,L-Ltiva. 
She react sharply to T.A.F. 
001 to 104., v?.:le chart. 
I dia not tr2.4t he5r. It ig a 
c1asg of case who really should 
not bá tested, 1.n3 if '.._eated 
at all should be ú e,:ilt with very 




6 . Mice I'.. G. 20. 31. 1. '21. 
Influenza. to years ago. Cold Sweats night and 
day. Very tired. Rio cough. Good appetite. Irritable. 
Pry ic_,1 aplie ti a_; " +genera." Dirty tongue. Glands 
in heck enlarged. Liver enlarged. Lunge normr.l. B.P. 90. 
Reacted to 89 . 4 pith mrked local reaction with 0.T. .001 
Reacted very severely with em ll doges of F.T.r). up to .0005. 
The treat:oent did her no good. Che lost several pounds in 
weight and it wan discontinued. P oesibly east mie t have dry 
beget en T.A.P. 
7e :;..C. 29. 21. 4. '21. Attending Welt rd Hospital for 
l pilepsy . 
History of Bpilepey "slack" - Ceurh. 
Physical examination: Harsh breathing. Left apex - X ray 
revealed a small suepicious shadow at left apex. 
Reacted to 102 with 0.7. .001 GidAy, "fa1lirg down feeline! 
Vomited. Treated with T.A.F. comnencing with .0001 jetli come 
plated a practically reactionlegs course up to T.A.F. 1. cc. 
,Result: Lost 4 lbs, but had no fits after early in the treat- 
ment. Stated he felt ìr1í ini'.ely better, with more energy. 
Saw a year later apparently well. 
The interest in thin ca: ;e is tbe effect the Tuberculin 
bad on the epilepsy. 
129. 
8. Mrs B. 54. 2. 11e '20. 
Fi21ory: 'Buri down" for a raonth or so. Depregned. Coti:*h ;n 
mc.rr. ir:r . Rf f or t to t.; ci: up. Had 0 hemorrhage from an ald ,_;a_s trflc 
ulcer. Nie?bt sweats. Vot.ner died of pbthisin . 
Phrs,r_li exti';l??atlty:1° Hot,fii.i;g to ddtect in l'Inte. B.P. 140. 
ìfh. AO¡ Reacted tr 102 with O.T. Opl. Treated with P.T.O. 
P.T. %è12v'. i . T . ü2) 1u I. cc. T rf4rLt:1je nt; !l1?3W xeac t 1o11lesai p3'"sic- 
ticai ly anti :.here wan no change iri weicht. 
...:_, naid at the encl. she was bettlw than sh" nad f p1t for 
yer3 . 3a,9 Again a year la tc r quite 
9. Mise W.A. 23. 18. 4. 121. 
History: Pains in stomach and back 3 or 4 days. Often had 
influenza. Peale "finished*. Irritable. Lost weight. 
Physical examination: expiration pro longed right apex pos- 
teriorly. Stomach dilated. B.P. 90. Haomoelobin 65. Clots 
in 7 minutes. Reacted to 0.T. 001 to 99 .8. Treated with 
P.T.O. commencing with .0001 up to .015, and them with T.A.P. 
.commencing with .0001 Completed course up to 1. cc. 
Practically reactionlenn except for firnt few doses. 
Result: Apparently absolutely well. Gained. 8 lbs in weight. 
Per weight chart see 1Rig. 19. 
130. 
10. tire H. 28 years. 12. 2. 121. 
Hist or te Pain between shoulders 3 years. Bowels cone tipated 
chronic iodide, lost weight, depressed. 
Physical examination: Lungs apparently normal. Stomach 
dilated. B.P. 138. ith. 70. Reacted to 99 .8 with U.T. 001 
Marked local reaction. Treated with P.T.O. Y.T. and T.A.Y. 
up to 1. cc. WIo reactions. 
Resuïtt. Lost rt. weight, but Was discharged absolutely 
we 11. 
Gave a second course a year later as she complk ined 
of being "run down ". It seerad to pull her together again, 
the farmer course did. 
11. gis» D. 20. 27. 1. 121. 
,History: "Lumps in neck," fo -' sore time.- Tired. 
phx*icrti cxarùnation; Large gland rig 'n t, F de of neck. 
Lunge apparently normal. 
Reacted to 0.T. 001 to 101. Began treaty, nt with P.T.O. 0005 
but this gave a revere reaction, which incrcueed on repeating. 
Put back to P.T.Q. 0001, but this gave reactions. Then_ tried 
a detoxicated vaccine which sventually she took without 
reactions, and I then gat Year on .to T.A.F. which she stood 
fairly well, but I had to discontinue at T.A.P. 04 as she 
got continuous reactions. 
131. 
Result: The gland in her neck áíuappeared and her re:ieï al 
health improved, but the resci;ions 1.4ers undoubtedly undesir- 
ably severe. WerA I to treat such a case now I should begin 
with T.A.?. 00000001, cox 3vire such dose, and I think the 
results would he better. 
12. Miss V. F. 35. 8. s22. 
Depressed. rain left breast and lc,lt :lhou3aaer. ?A-eats con- 
stantly. No cough. Indigestion. ?a.ther. and Mother died of 
. phthinis . 
Physical examination: Nat.h3rc to detect in lungs. I+or.ach 
dilated- B.P. 135. Blood clots well. Hb .75% Pulp,, 
Reacted to T.A.F. 001 to 3rd dose to 100 .5 Commenced 
doc,i.:g wit?', T.A.P. 0001 and continued with prsr.tiGesï3y no 
reactions up to 1. cc. 
Rp9:..1 r, : Dìs c'lhrge d absolutely well. Gained lbs in weight. 
Her temperature chart is interesting, showing the effect of 
caut#.ous. toqtfng. Reacted to 3rd repetition of sane dose. 
Nb ti,, :: e 2e t e r i v us effect flf d cab l ing a dose. 
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Mis M. H. 
Weight chart. 
1 
130 ÌIEi$°1 A. J. 23. . .%.il. Q. '21e 
8 months "no life." TiepMe,sed. Pa]pita,tior, 
n inc e she can r er,gmher . Night sweats. Lost weight. 
"'Blushing" after meals. 
Physical sxaminaticn: Harsh breathing right apex ì'oP. veri.arly. 
He 7xted to T.A.F. 001 to 100. 
Treated with a aetaxieateçj c'excir.e up to Tti.r reran with 
T.A.F. 005 and rapidly increa.seci up t* 1. cc. 
r :=:c t:ioil.ir:A`1 throughout. 
Result: Felt abao]utaly well at end. Gained 3 13s. 
Saw again Jan. 23. Weight the same, but a few syrTtcr:s coming 
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134. 
6i e :ig h tCi r t . 
Cases Reacting to 002. 
le A.T.B. Aged 30. 19. Ile 920. 
,History: Cough; pain in left side for some time. Feels 
slack. Lest weight. Night sweats. 
Physic: =1 examination: Sight friction left base. Weight 
10 st. 2 lbs. Reacted to 0.T. 002 to 103 
Treated with P.T.O. comvencing with .001. P.T. and 0.T. 
up to le cc without reactions. 
Result: Gained 4 lbs in weight and feels much better. 
Have seen him several times since and he ? .e remained quite fit. 
2. Miss H.V. 22. 24e 6. 920. 
History: Cough and colds for a month. Night sweats. Yellow 
expectoration. Lost weight. 
Physical sical exartination,: Increased V.R. right apex. 
Reacted to 103 with 0.T. 002 and subsequently had severe re- 
actions with P.T.0. but eventually became desensitized. 
Treated with P.T.O. P.T. and 0.T. up to 1. cc. 
Result; Discharged absolutely well. Gained 8 lbs in weight. 
See attached chart. 
135. 
Months 1=16 .5 "3 








Miss H. V. 
Note fall of weight at beginning during period 
of reactions, and steady after rise when 
desensitized. 
136. 
3. Arthur Me 21e 3e '21. 
History: Cough none tine. Run down. Off food. Dental 
c-.a.r.iee. 
Physical examination: Itniarged glands neck. Ab. 60. 
Clots in 7 minutes. 
Reacted to 103 with 0.T. 002e Treated with P.T.C. up to 
.2 then T.A.F. from .001 to 1. cc with practically no re- 
actions. 
Result: Absolutely well on discharge. Gained 5 lbs in weight. 
Saw again 6 months later. "Absolutely differente Good at 
school and games, and doesntt get colds. 
For weight chart see Pig. 1. 
4. 3.17.C. 4. 3. '21. 
History: Twelve months previously pneumonia and pleurisy 
"Loss of energy." Rheumatism. 
Ph_ sic3l examination: Increased V.R. both apices, with 
harsh breathing. B.P. 110. Hb. 80. p. 90. 
Reacted to O.T. 002 to 103. ifeadache ; shivering; arm swollen. 
A week later commenced treatment with P.T.O. .0005 up to 1. cc 
then P.T. and finished with T.A.F. up to 1. cc without reactions. 
Result: On discharge feels well, never any aches or pains. 
See chart attached. 
137. 
F-' ( l 
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38 39 40 
With my present knowledge am inclined 
to think that treatment here was un- 
necessarily pro'onged; there was no 




5. 3Cathleen G. 25. 11. '20. 
History; 2 years ago influenza. Since then off food. 
Bowels constipated. Mother, and father, and brother died 
of phthisis. Very tired, lost 2 lbs weic ht in 3 weell9. 
Physical examina° i on: A highly nervous child. expansion 
of cherit poor. Harsh breathing both apices. Reacted to 
002 O.T. to 200 Treated with P.T.O. P.T. and T.A.P. up 
to 1. cc practically reactionless. 
Result: Apparently quite well. Nervousness entirely gone. 
Gained 2 lbs in weight. Saw 9 rnonthc later iu:prover+ent 
continued, gained another 5 lbs in weight. 
Months F /6 
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6. Mrs. L. 37 years. 31e fe °20e 
,History:, Treated fox years at Victoria Park Hospital and 
Homeopathic Hospital for years for "asthma ". 
Physical examination: Limited expansion of chest. StoLach 
dilated, 
Reacted to O.T. 002 Marked 
local reaction. Temp. 101e 
Asthma much less. 
Comirenced treatment with 
P.T.O. 0005 and continued up 
to .9. Then created with P.T 
up to .08. Entirely reaction 
less. 
Result Asthua very much lees 
ened, Gained 8 lbs in weight 
She then nad a bad attack of 
bronchitis and did not rro on 
with the treatment. 
Months .5`Z 
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7. Miss A.H. 32. 25. 2. 12G. 
,History:, Colds every winter. Cough. Expectoration. Night 
sweats. 
Physieati examination: Crepitatiors right supra scapular region. 
Reacted to 0.T. 001 to 100 Started with P.T.O. .003 to 101 
Repeated dose; no reaction. Treated with P.7.0. P.T. 0.T. 
up to 1. cc. She had reactions, but they did not appear to 
140. 
affect her health, though for the time being she lost weight. 
Result: Dischar.oed well. Saw 6 months later, had gained 6 lbs 
in weight since beginning treatment and appeared in absolute 
health 
The progressive loss of weight at the beginning was pro- 
bably due to too rapid increase of the doses, sr 
FIG. N.,. 
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141. 
Fio S.G.B. 30. 11. 10. O20. 
Histo : Pelt slack, es oecia1ly in afternoon. Bad cough. 
Spit up "yellow ". Red on handkerchief when blowing rose. 
Night sweats. Not lost weight. Neurasthenic 
Physical examination: Nothing in lungs. Liver enlarged. 
Reacted to 100 with 0.T. 002. Treated with P.T.Q. up to 
.7 then with P.T. up to .R and then with T.A.F. up to 1. cc. 
Result: Improved. Legs neurotic. It will he noticed that 
he varied considerably in weight during treatment. SS) 
PIG. 2,, 
-8 
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9. C.W.S. 20. 30. 8. 421. 
History: Losing weight. Pain after food. Vomits after 
breakfast occasionally. Depressed. Sweats at nights 
Followed influenza a year ago. 
142. 
efxl examination: Har breathing both bases of lunge. 
4 tou c'l O ilrxteC. Tenderness oo pressure le f t hypochondriac 
region. R.p. 130'. 
Reacted to T.A.F. . 002 to loi. Pair, in chest and stomacsb , 
Vomiting and headache. waited a reek. Began treatment with 
T.A.F. 0001 reacted to 101. Repeated dose trice, thej, becalm 
desensitized. Treated up to .75 T.A.E. 
Result: Very much better in every 
respect. Complete recovery of ab- 
dominal symptoms. Gained 74 lbs i 
weight. 
10. 2á s% F.W. 26. 2. 12. °21. 
History Influenza three years ago. Lost weight sincei Pain 
in lumbor region. Irregular menstruation. Easily tired. 
ysica1 examination: iotling to detect in heart, lungs, or 
abdomen. Rb 70. B.P. 120. 
Reacted to T.A.F. 002 to 99 .8 Arm swollen; aching all over. 
Three ci gays later gave T.A.F. 0001. NO reaction, so doubled 
dose. Continued doubling up to .001 and then went naorc slowly 
up to T.A.F. 1. cc. 
FIG. 15-6é -57 
F 6. 
143. 
Raul t: Die extremely well. The treatment was entirely 
reactionlese. Gained 3i lbs and was 
much benef i tted . 
This was as nearl an ideal case 
as one could wish to undertake and is 
a fair model of the line of treatment 
at which we should aim. 
FIG. 
11. T.A. de H. 34. 5. 5. '21. 
History; years ago pleurisy. Went to Sanatorium, Midhurst a 
for 4 months. Since then colds in winter. Passed unfit for 
army in 1914. Haemoplysis energetic. No night sweats. No 
cough. 
Phvaic-al examination: 1á.p. expectoration occasional crackle 
right base. Marked increased V.F. and Resonance. 
Slight local reaction with T.A.P. 001. No rise of temperature 
with T.A. 002; rise to 99 ; repeated rise to 102. 
Commenced treatment with T.A.F. 0001. No reaction. Doubled 
dose, no reaction. Gave .0004; slight zeaction. Gave .0005; 
doubled, reacted, and then proceeded more cautiously up to 
T-A.P. 1. co. 
Result. Vern much improved; able to play tennis and dance and 
144. 
take long walks. Gained 2 lbs . 
Months r<6 






This case illustrates army mistakes. 
1. He should not have been tested at all; his history was 
quite sufficient for diagnosis. 
2. After a reaction with .001 the same dose should have been 
repeated, or slightly lessened. 
3. When getting to so big a dose as .25 the reaction should 
have been respected and no dose given for a week or more, 
The reactions did him nc apparent harm, but I find that 




12. Mrs R. 31. 19. . 4. '22. 
history: Pain in right side i worse at menstruation hemorrhage 
Indigestion. Flatulence. Nervy, inclined to cry. Slack 
pimples on face. Worse the last two years. 
exa yin= tion. Artificial dentures. Tonsils en- 
larged. 3nlargsd glands neat. Harsh, rough breathing bath 
apices. p 80. B.P. 120. Hb 70. clots madly. Liver a good 
deal enlarged. Weight 7. 4. 8. 
Reacted to T.A.F. 002. Commenced treatment with .0001 and 
continued without reactions to T.A.F. 1. cc. 
Result: Gained 2 lbs only, but all her symptoms gone and 
digestion practically all right. 
This case illustratdte what one 3o often sees, the 
clearing up of symptoms under this treatment, 
13. F.W.G.3.. 43. 5. 4. 922. 
History: Vomited blood in army, invalided 3919. Operated 
on for appendicitis 20 years ago. Flatulence; pain over 
heart. Cough. White expectoration. "Blurring of eyes". 
"Throbbing after a real" with pain. Gaining weigh. Lost 
energy, especially in afternoon. 
Physicl examination: Rhonchi right side posteriorly. Dirty 
tongue. Stomach dilated. B.F. 145. 
Reacted to T.A.F. 002. Started treatment with T.A.F. 0001. 
Treated up to 1. cc. 
147. 
Result, Lost 9 lbs in weights but this was to his advantage 
as he was too fat. Symptom entirely disappeared and the 
result was most successful. 
This is a good .example of a "stable" case, in which Tuber - 
alin can be flushed. 
. ..t s .T 
Months iF( v 6 
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14. E.T. 37. 30. 3. 122. 
1.1.21;;L: Sis tex having Tuberculin haemorrhage 15 years ago. 
Certified as T.B. in 1914, in Sanatorium 3 months. Passed 
into array A.1. in 115. Served 2 years. Demobilized as A.1. 
Present conditions harsh breathing both bases. B.p.150. p 84. 
5.48. 
ReuuteC to 103 with T.A.B 002. Vomiting and naemoptys ie . 
Treated with a detoxícateci vaccine. Than cor. z enced with. 
T.AF . 0005 and rapidly increased without reactions up Lea 
T.A.F. 1. cc. 
Eesuit: This z :an llas done very well. His chart is not re- 
corded as it is misleading, t:s he wan a fferinE at one time 
with abscesses; Which apparently affected his weight. He has 
now gained weight and is apparently a fit man. His case 
ahewn the pitfalls of testing in Certain cases. The reaction 
was too severe to be justifiable. 
149. 
Oases Reacting to 0003 and Over. 
1. C1!]. 36s o f 1C,,1(1, 
*iintórv: Pain in atc.k 3 days very ar,anmzc. States 
rttterndecí ViCtr,riA Park 3 nonths on account of aothrna. 
Fñvsic:l Fxas:wnrttior,° I)e3ratq1 caries; storach dilated. 
Wothj*ng to detect in lungs, 
Recte to O,T, .004. 
30 31 32 33 
Result,: Gained 7 lbs. Very 
ntnh im.ovd. 
2728 Treated °ith P.T.O. comtenc- 
with .OAle Practically 
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2. P.G.G. 41. 21. 1. '21. 
rile Lory: or some weeks very slack; off food. Cough; trace 
of blood in sputum. 
150. 
Physical examination: Deficient teeth. Glands in neck 
enlarged. Increased V.R. and V.F. both bases. B.P. 138. 
Weight 11. 10. 12. Reacted to 0,T. 005 to 103 .4. 
Commenced treatment with P.T.O. 0005. Treated up to P.T.O. l.cc. 
Result: Did not go beyond this as felt perfectly well. Gained 
2 lbs. No reaction. 
3. Mrs F. 36. 17. 6. '20. 
Iiistcrv.a Inf lueeza 18 months ago. Since then c own. 
Sweats at night. Lost weight. D smmorrhoea. 
Physical examination: Friction both apices. 
Reacted to 0.T. 004 to 101 .3. Com enced treatment with 
P.T.O. .001. Repeated 4 times as had reactions. Dropped 
to 0006; no reactions. Treated up to full dose of P.T.O. 
then 0.T. and f inig:hed up with T.A,P. up to 1. cc. 
Result: Feels very much better. Heard from her a year later 
to the effect that she feels in very good health indeed. There 
was practically no change in weight. 
4. Mrs R. 38. 10. 5. 92Q. 
History: Glands enlarged in neck for years. Old scars. Night 
sweats two months. 
Physical e=ariination: Friction right apex. 
Reacted to 0.T. 003; coughed, increase of night sweats. 
151. 
Treated with P.T.O. comencing with .001 and 0.T. up to .4.ee. 
Results General health improved; no change in weight. Would 
probably have done better. but owing to poverty did not get 
sufficient food. The treatment was reactionlees and calls for 
no co r'men- . e 
c r A 
e H.C.P. 24 s F ry . a 4 a '20. 
History: Pains it of wort:a;h fey,' .4nr_k7 Tv.Drse after 
food. Tendency to "biliousn6r.s.:° 
Physical examination: 1 othinF to detect in lungs. Liver 
enlarged. B.P. 110. Clots 6 to 8 minutes. Weight 11. 7. 12. 
Reacted to 100 with 0.T. 003. Treated with P.T.O. corenc- 
ing with .001, then with P.T. followed by J.T. up to 1. cc. 
Result: Discharged well. Gained a pound in weight e 
Seen several times since, perfectly well. 
This case gave no reaction and requires no con ent. 
6. T.C. 32. 20. 11. '20. 
Pains in stomach for sore tire. 
Physical examination: Harsh breathing both apices. 
Reacted to 0.T. 003 to 103. Treated with P.T.O. commencing 
with .001, with P.T.O., T,A.P. up to 1. cc. 
Result: All signs of dyspepsia gone; feels ouch better. 
152. 
7. Rose 8. Aged 14. 9. 11. 120. 
"Always colds." Always eruption round mouth on and off since 
birth. 
Physical examinations: Apparently a healthy child. 
Wassermann negative. Clots in 8 minutes. Reacted to 0.T. 01 
t :a 102. Headache; backache; eruption on face worse. 
Trua.4ed with P.T.Q. commencing watt ;001 P.T. and T.A.F. up to 
le CC. 
Result: Her colds were cured, but 1 cannot say there was any 
definite improvement in the eruption one t, he face. 
8. Wises A.T. 26. 5. 1. /22. 
Hi sto y: Cough each winter. "Weak chest" Been in convales- 
cent hones. Slack. tired. 
Physical examination: H rs . breathing both apices. Poor 
expansion. ii ror enlarged. B.P. 120. Rb 70. 
T.A.F. 0005 rxade her feel better; T.A.F. 001 no reaction. 
Gained 1 lb in weight. T.A.F. 005 arm was sore, cough increased, 
'eating better. T.A.F. .017 reaction to 100 Arm sore, lost 
weight. Dropped to T.A.F. 0001; no fu7ther reacionß and 
treated up to T.A.F. 1. zc. 
Recul : States used to have colds each f or tnitj; t ; now none. 
3t'e :1aß well in cvcry ray. Gained 31 lbs. Par 6 months after 
finished treatment, apparently well. 
Treatment was r3aot ioniess . 
153. 
FIO. 59 . 
The only adverse 
comment I can make 
sin this case ::ass 
chat I pushed the 
teR t dose too far, 
34 35 36 38 39 
FfG 
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T 
F.P.S. Oil a 19. 7. 021e 
_ History: Pain in stomach sd right side 18 months. Vomite 
immediately after foot (i year) . B. constipated. sight 
sweats. 
°Very run down." 
Physical exaininatior_e Paia on ,nessure over duodenum¡ 
other- 
wise notning to detec' . B.P. 120. p. 80. Very 
thin: 
During testing felt much better, but no reaction 
till T.A.F. 005 
when reacted to 103. Waited a week, then gave 
him .0005 and 
rapidly increased to T.A.F. .1 cc. 
Result: Feelf; absolutely well. Before treatment 
never 6 weeks 
on end without a week off. Saw 6 months later - not a day off 
work. Gained 9i lbs 
I pushed the doses very rapidly in this case. 
He was 
obviously subsensitive and he ìßd no variations 
in morning 
and evening temperature. 
6h 
FIG. 
10. MI.n G. 48. 21. 10. '20. 
T.i4eP mbntfs ago spat up blood. llo cough. ruin rr.ír,Yle back. 
Run down. 
. É2y i-s ic£ìl eNazìinci.t ìpn : Gl a#ui,1 in neck e n1arged . Har Rh breath- 
t"tt? boví`1 ap.;_C:e'i with ;t Cccc`.,lnnai. (1rF.pitiìti,iGjl:i. L.P. 140. 
ReAc ̀ vI to 0.T. C0f . Treated with I.. e0 coiwenc ing 7:ìt: .001 
up to P."'.0 e02. Imprwiec.. Ciíilïi&ù nei.ght. Gave up. 
Re{iUiÏ-6isiìved L]Cezztirf:n`i, tsla.xcli f;G:ç., ..th T,li.!`. .0:=1 k2nc% con- 
tinuea up to T.A.;.'. 1. cc. 
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11. Mrs G. 49. Y. 1. /22. 
Hi..tory: Sleepy after work. Bt'for:, to get up. $heurat.inut, 
sciatici.; p=dr left side ar_ci in shoulder; ccict. 
Neurasthenic. Attended Wational Hospital for l'rilepsy for nine 
Fr- e . TT7 0 
156e 
S/wF:.ree rn+:.monia and Fleur.gy 3 
ago. 1310-I.,: F.:vete. Got 
thinner. Off food. 
1Toth;ng ab- 
.Zorr^ui te detect. Bon. 120. 
Feací,ed to T.A.F. 01 to ele1e 
Feit ruch 'r.etter r21i1t: t being 
tested. 
Treated with T.A.F. corwnencing with {)04 up to T.A.F. 
i. cc. 
Bntirely reactioiiiess. 
Result: Entirely lost neurastnenic s3ymptors . 
Felt quite 
weil and gaitied ve-it. 
: ì% :: :. 9. °41. 
b"e v+ r .,isl:l. BíünLhi tïk3 . ;lain -oNor heart. 
N:iE;:2t sws;ats 
Physical examination: Nothing to detect. 
e 
Months [_ ( 6 6'; 







ReacTiod to 100 with 
T.A.F. 01. Treated with 
T.A.P. r)seinning with 
001. Rapidly increased 
in spite of react.ionss,as 
gair`sd weight, up to l.cc.' 
lsesui;, s Absolutely well. 
Gained 10 lbs. 3 months 
later gained another 5 lb. 
l . 1,e P. 45. Zl. 3. 241 
Home "e3 tt)líFa.C(2 trJ11iC " I w36PTS Inò 
i[;e.stit)ra "Black vomit.* 
Told b.cnC.'on Hospital Gastric ulcer; 1.e4uiret2 
operation. 
PhYsiCai 3xñuä.hátsn: itctraGh cxilated 
B.P. 12C. 
tL T.!..7. 01 t'r1 103, hut :"::1r :;t l: +wl' 
t.e"t CtCsi?s. 
Treatea with T.A.F. cusc;aer.4ing wit. 
,'r'45, .,a.r,tically react/onions 
up to .25, then diacnwinueci. 
Result: Symptoms gone; gained 
weight 2i lbs. Saw 6 months 
later in good health. 
FIG, fo 
r o 
14. Miss M. 18. 16. 12. '21. 
Headaches. "Anaemia" a year ago. General health 
fair. "Lazy." 
Physical examination: 'expiration prolonged both apices. 
Stomach dilated. B.P. 130. 
Reacted to 100 with T.A.F. 004. Treated with a detoxicated 
vaccine up to .1 Then commenced with T.A.P. 0(n and rapidly 
increased without reactions up to .2 when she went on a 
holiday 
Result: Her mother wrote to say that "she wished her to 
continue the treatment which had done her so much good in 
every way, but she refused as ahe is feeling perfectly well." 
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15. Mrs P. 31. 21. 1. °22. 
,History: Tired; sl° ck; off food; nervous. 
Physical examination: Glands neck enlarged. Expiration pro- 
longed both apices. Liver enlarged. Blood pressure 120. Hb 80. 
Reacted to 100 vithT.A.P. 003. Comlencod treatr,ent with 
0005 and rapidi 
Result: Pelt ve 
much better. Di 
not gain weight 
time, but 4 mont 
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158 . 
16. Miss M.P. 33. 2. 1. °22. 
History Influenza three yearn ago. Since then catarrh. 
Thin year colds on chest. "Chok.ingp "in. morning. Tired; weak. 
Physical examination: Harsh breathing right alex. Stomi.ch 
very dilated. B.P. 130. Hb 80. Veiny neurasthenic. 
Reacted to T.A.F. 003 to 100. Treated with T.A.F. come encing 
with 0001; practically reactionless throughout. Treated up 
to 1. cc T.A.F. 
At times, ashen the catarrh was bad, I gave her small doses of 
detoxicated coryza vaccine combined. with T.A.F. with great 
benefit. 
Result: Her weight remained fairly stationary 7. 4. . 6. 
tmrouç -lout, but she stated that she felt very much better, far 
i_enn nervous and not suffering from catarrh. 
16. T.H.R. 33. 26. 6. 020. 
History: "Tired." Nervous. Bad family history. 
Physical examination: Harsh breathing; both apices. Increased 
vocal resonance right base. p 90. B.P. 138. 
Reacted to 100 to 0.T. 003; gained 4f lbs during testing. 
Treated, with P.T.O. comrencing with .001 up to .7; then with 
P.T. which suited him well, and then with 0.T. up to 1. cc. 
Result! Feels' very well indeed; gained over 6 lbn in weight. 
160. 
Months FIG 73 
Weeks 12 3 4 5 6 
Weight 
/4-- 
FIG. 6`7-. yi 
T. e e R. 
T 
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The fluctuations in weight more or less corresponded 
to reactions. This was one of zy early cases. I nw 
avoid reactions as much as possible. 
17. Mise M. F. 29. 31. 8. °21. 
Tired on exertion. gYawns" ; depressed; headaches; pains back 
neck; cough. Lost weight for two years. 
Physical examination: Crepitations friction apices back and 
front. Stomach dilated. B.P. 130. Hb 70. 
Reacted to T.A.F. 005 to 100. As gained weight, started 
treatment with T.A.F. 001. Slight reactions, but improved 
Fl6 Y4 
2 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 4142 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 
i y FIG. tr; 
161. 
steadily. Gave up to le cc¡ 
Result: Felt very well. 
gained 5 lbs. 
I think in this case I push - 
ed. the treatment rather far, 
as she began to lone weight 
with the bigger doses. Y 
saw her, however, 6 months 
later and she appeared in 
excellent health. 
18 . Miss M.8. T. 53. 
H:s k.o_y: Rheumatism when a child. Nervous, run down; result 
of septic poisoning. Headaches, feels sick. Rheumatic pains; 
Slack, lazy, as3thra. 
Physical exartination: Frig -tion right apes posteriorly. B.P.120. 
Reacted to potatoes aryl feathers, so cut her off these. 
Reacted to T.A.B. 003 to 100, She was obviously non -sensitive 
so I continued treatment from that dose up to 1. cc. 
Result: Stated it wan the first year she hadn't had asthma 
for 4 years. Her general health was greatly irìçroved and 
the rheumatism very much less. 
19. C.T. 33. 8. 1. °22. 
history: 5 years ago fell off bicycle, displaced cartilage. 
Cartilage removed from runt knee in 1918; all right till 
last August, then sinorites. Knee tapped twice a year. 
Fluid examined for T.B; result negative. Constantly laid up 
on account of knee. General health poor. Depressed. 
Physical examination: Considerable later4al movement in 
right knee, but no effusion. B.P. 130. Ordered a "hawksleys 
Splint" for knee. 
Reacted to 104 with T.A.F. 003. Started treatment with T.A.P, 
0001 and pushed doses in spite of reactions as he was improv- 
ing so much, up to 1. cc. 
Result: Felt absolutely well at the end. Not had knee cap on 
for the last 6 weeks and is able to walk for miles. 
162. 
200 E.G.G. 35, 7G. 8. °22e 
Hi:orÿ: Influc;nza. General break down. Swelling both feet° 
hands an wrists. 
Physical examination: Marled rheumatoid arthritis and fibro- 
sitiñ finger joints. Bad pnox4sis of forearms and a nervcue 
wreck Stomach dilated. Blood pressure 110. 
Reacted to T.A.P. 006 to 100. Commenced treatment with 000 
T.A.B .000001 and rapidly increased up to 1. cc. Entire ly 
without reactions, 
Result: In his cane Tuberculin seemed to act like a charm. 
The pain, swelling, and stiffness was entirely left him. 
He eats well and the psoriasis which was very chronic, has 
nearly disappeared. 
165. 
Miscellaneous Cases e 
Under this heading I shall describe cases which it 
was considered unnecessary, or undesirable, to prothice 
a classical reaction. 
le Edith J. 14. 25. 6. e22. 
History: Lost weight; off food; restless; feels the cold; 
Slack. 
Phvsíc -u1 examination: Dental caries. Harsh breathing both 
apices. L.V.R. right base. Liver enlarged. B.F. 110. 
p. 90. Hb 8C%. Clots badly. 
Arm slight red at T.A.F. 004., eating better, gained weight, 
increased to 005., 006., and so on up to 1. cc. Wo reactions 
throughout. 
Re sult: Very much better, gained 5* lbs. 
I mere ride 1*y diagnosis on the improvement occurring 
during testing. 
164. 
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Mrs M. 40. 29. 1. '20. 
History: Influenza. Right sweats. 
Cough. 
Physic l exa- c,inatioii :Loud 
systolic at apex, crepitations 
both 
bases. 
Commenced with P.T.O. 0002 
Repeated dose in a week 
and gradually increased. 
Wo further reactions. 
Treated up to P.T.O. .035 
when discontinued as she 
stated she felt quite well 
Gained 7 lbs. This cas 
illustrates the great ben 
fit that is sometimes 
derived by snail doses 






Unfortunately one doesn't often coke across them. 
Gracie C. aged 6. 21. 1. '21. 
History: Constant colds, never well. Appendix removed London 
Hospital. Nc appetite. Ccugh. Dirty tongued 
Fnvpicai examination: Rriction left flank; vales all over 
left lunge fib. ' Coagulated in 8 minutes. Tested with 
?.T.0. comnencir p' with 0001 S. and T.A.F. Treat up to 1. cc 
ri leticaliy reactionless;treatrrent interrupted by colds. 
Result: Gained 41 lbg, quite well and free from cold 






Note gain in weight with higher doses. 
166. 
4 . Daisy M. 7 . 20 e 1. '22. 
Hi$toxv: Cold a baby every three weeks. Night sweats; 
breathless. Car, ° t run. Exci tah le , Sleepless. Got thinner. 
Ph7sic'tl exanira ;ion: Nothing definite in Lingo. Storfach 
dilated. B.F. 90, 
No reaction u; t .01 .A.F. , but gained weight. Doubled 
doses up to-1. Then had slight rises of temperature; so 
weht more caùtiou.gly. Had occasional colds so gave catarrhal 
vaccine alog with `.C.A.P, with apparent benefit. Treated up 
to 1. cc. j,.AeF. 
Result: ?)id extremely well, 
gained 44 ibe. Saw 6 months 
later, health maintained. 
This ig a type of oase 
you sometimes meet in which 
a patient seers to respond 
at once to Tuberculin without giving any reaction. 
i2 
PIG :. 
5. A.F. 37. 3. 1. '20. 
History Rheuni do fever twice. Pains across back; night sweats. 
,Physicy.ï examination: Signs of consolidation both bases. 
Commenced with F.T.O. 0005, gave severe reaction, but felt well. 
Very shortly was desensitized. Gained weight 411 the tire. 
Treated with P.T.O. P.T. and O.T. up to 1. cc. 
Results Gained 5 lbs and felt very-well. A year later given 




.This was one of my 
ear. 3_ i. el t cases 14r'r.en I 
did not pay so LA(uoli 
regard to reactions ao 




6. li.11 F} e U. K .c' d 6. 12e '19. e
This case 3s one of patticular interest to me. It 
iz tne fir9t case I dealt with and IWW1 kindly 
"spoon fed" throughout by Dr Ga.maa Wilkinson. i.e. - 
He measured cut the doe'l for me and let ne ad- 
minister them c;tvf3elÌ. 
&Laminatlon by Dr. yi1kIns..,L. 
Right lung stage lcr Left stage 1:1e 
Commenced treatment with P.T.O. 001; no reaction. Then 
P.T.O. 00013, reaction to 100 Dose repeated, no re- 
aotion; gained weight. Then 0017; rise of ten:psno,uree 
Dose repeated and so on up tp 0eTa 1. cc. 
168. 
R_ Very well; able to resume work in open air school 
au a teacr.o l: . P'c':ys ic: _il f. i;T; s.3, r, p Par ed to 're ,h ̂-A e of a 
11-;lion. Saw 6 months later; gained 5 lbs. Very 
well, Lot c:. day off ,lork. 
If a grateful pupil my presume to criticise hie 
teaacher, I woulc ventu e to curet that the doses 
were pushed too rapidly. Whatever one's theory is 
as to the action of Tuberculin, I cannot believe 
that pregrog3ive loss of qeigit, even with no re- 
actions, is a favourable sign. It doee not appen.T 
to tree to justify increase of dosage. The result, 
of wars,), justifies the rri any, but now I should go 
ouch more slowly. I don't lock upon weight as 
everyhing, but in a woman with an initial weight 
of 6. E3 it ie a 71erio.te : orsideration. 
Months 
Weeks 2 3 4 
Weight 
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PIG. 1*. 
16l!) . 
7 . E.G. 30. 10 s ir. 20 
r. of uar ih Germ.ariy; , contracted dysentry. Since 
thF i! eitle ih .1r.rúr3 Aile irgs, and looseness of bowàmlB. 
Lerr.eQec'. CrImg,'!'.. Indigestion. 
Ph -ssica.3 cxariimttohe Poor expansion of chest. Harsh 
bre:.t ; : both ai,ic::P . r, 
Trea,te,i with P.'í'. c?. commencing with ;0004, P. T. 0.T. 
up to 1. cc. :io r aotio:ms. 
Result: Felt very much better. Ho gain in reight. 
law a year later 
Never sick since 
treatment. 
Thin cane is not 
a conclusive one. 
Months FiGS" 
Weeks I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 1213 1415 16 17 18 19 20 21 2223 24 
Weight 
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I 
8. J.A. 45. 25. 9. '20. 
History: Cough for 20 yearn, yellow expectoration. Spits 1?lood a 
Good appetite; c:ppreRsed; worries. At a Sanatorium 10 years ago. 
Phvá ̀ áal e nation: "Crackles" left apex. ÿ 72. 1.^ver en- 
lgrged o B.P. 110. 
Commenced treatment with PaT.0.0002 Treated eat'riout reactions 
with P. T.O. P.T. and 0.T. up to 1. cc. 
170. 
Rasult: Belt very well. Could detect no abnormal signe in 
lungs at end of treatment. 
2 years later cough returned, but clenrei up entirely under 
a short course of T.A.F. 
W.B. This man persistently refused to be weifthed throughout 
the course. 
9. J.C. 28. lß. 11. 120. 
History: Bruised left testicle in France. Later removed on 
account of T.B. Peroncal abscess followed; now right testicle 
aeiected. Pain passing water. 
On ixp:mination: Right testicle obviously affected. There is 
a sinus in prniacmum connected with urethra. Friction right 
apex of lung. 
Tre' wiwith P.T.O commencing. with .00Q4, then P.T. and then 
C.T. 1Tf ßx1 to 1. cc. 
Result: Gained 5 lbs in weight and was able to return to his 
work on the railway and appeared in splendid health. 
A year later he came to me in a very bad condition. The sinus 
which had 4saled broke down again. He had bead kidney trouble 
and he shoe say afterwards died of nephrites. 
171. 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1415 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 
172. 
10.F.P.H. 37. 1. 6. 121. 
Higte Double pneumonia and pleurisy last November. 3 months 
in Sanatorium. Yellow expectoration 40 OZR per diem. Mack. 
Bronchitis each winter. 
Phveica1 examination; Rhonchi back and front both sides. B.P.130. 
Commenced treatment with P.T.O. 00004. This gave reactions, so 
treated with a detoxicated vaccine up to .4 cc. Lost weight, 
but temperature was steady. Able to s tar t work. Later gave 
T.A.P. beginning with .001 up to 1. cc. 
At end of treatarent no signs at apices, harsh breathing bases 
and occasional crackles. 
Three months later came back again, stating k missed the treat- 
men'.. ? a,uir. ÿt.t hirn cn large doses of T.A.F. which stimulated 
him up fur to z, t rie . 
In January 9 23. I saw him in bed with vales all over 
h.1.s chest. 
Result: Tuberculin shored to do this ran temporary food, but 
there is no evidence c,f permanent -benefit. 
173. 
}^ 7g3 K,TGe ( ! i 
E. P. 1.1 7 
Fta g3 
1 ̂ 4e 
C_% ; Wit T.B a ,LTi p1.àt1t7Re 
1. Vio.L} I. 2Ìe 1e íiewe 
Cc,Agh; vry weak; niht xwea.t srorn^hi both picea 
cTr! ii1io a .g T.B. in Y 2 tá r i:ii 
Tre l.t d with i . 1 0 . ÚÑne:ci with QOt9 y;e b s and 
heu:t: She veaiy rauch irprcv±d in generaa. hMaì tYt, but 1ast 
a lot of weigh. At end nee. ir, sptt`:tmi. 
Months F/c 







I cannot call this a favourable cac o; ray will ìe Teen 
t,, 
r7rh3 gained :1 lot of wei for a tines s .L Q^ not cmlf}ì er is 
treaziient did nor harm, but it did not do hr ruxoh rood. `ì'iß 
whole of her family died or tub rculo - 3 «a. 
175. 
T.H. 28. 31. 3. °21. 
History; 44. family except himself died of T.B. 
in 6 weeks 
night sweats. 
Physical examination: Harsh breathing both lungs posteriorly, 
especially at base. T.B. sputum. 
Treated with PeT.O., commencing with 0005 P.T. and 
up 
to 1. cc. 
Result: T.B. negative. Works up till 12 midnight and 
feels 





There was a steady fall in weight during early part 
of 
treatment, but he looked and felt well, but, as 
is seep, he 
regained weight later on. 
1q6. 
3. A.M. 48e 1.)e 7. '21e 
History: 18 months in Sanatorium. T.B. and 
Heart trouble, pleurisy twelve m=onths ago, and again in Sana- 
torium. Lose of appetite; cough; night %meats; weak. 
Physical examination: Deficient expansion and bronchi both bases. 
B.P. 130. p. 72. 
Conm ncei treatrsent with P.T.O. 0002; rather severe reaction. 
Then treated with a detoxicated vaccine, which gave slight 
reactions up to .2. cc. Then gave T.A. 001, which was pushed 
up to .5 cc. 
Results He had general slight hemorrhages, lost some weight 
and did not appear to benefit much by the treatment. I don't 
think the fault lay 
with the dosing, but 
he was a traveller 
and took too much 
exercise in had 
weather. q b 
FIGe&6. 
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4, Mrs I. Mother of Violet I. 56. 10. 10. '19. 
History: 7 children alive, 7 dead. 2 miscarriages. Uterus 
removed two yearn ago. Never right since then. Pain left 
side; cough; losing weight; night sweats. 
177'. 
Present condition: Crepitations both apices. 40,T.B. in sputum. 
Treated with P.T.O. 
A comencing with 0002; then P.T. and then 
O.T. up to 1. cc. No reactions. 
Result: Mich irproved for the time, but at the end T.B. sae 
still in the sputum. A year afterwards died of nephritis 
probably the r ee ült of a tubercular kidney. 
Months F1657 
Weeks 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 3 10 I 112 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 3435 36 37 38 39 
Weight 
ir-- 
/ ' f_.. e/----/--- - . \ \//t\i 
\ 
~ 





5. T.V.C. 42. 9. 11. '21. 
History: Brother died of phthisie . Blood in sputum. Tubercle 
found in sputum and urine 14 days ago. Cough at night. 
Yellow expectoration; sleeps badly. 
lAysical examination: Poor air entry. Nothing to detect in 
physical signs as denoting activity. 
Läryngologisst'ss report: "ulceration of epiglottis in 
filtration aryten.oids." 
178.. 
Began treatment with T.A.F. 0001 and proceeded to 0002 
0003 and so one After ü fdw dosses blood disappeared from 
sputum, and f;ained weight. Treated up to .15. 
Result: Improved rapidly 
at first, but later the 
larynx got worse and he 
had trouble with his 
bladder. Advised to go 




not heard from him since, but the prognosis wars very bade FIG782.. 
6. G.B. 28. 25. 2 '21. 
History: Out patient Brompton three months last year. T.B. in 
sputum. 3 months in sanatorium. One hemorrhage. 
Physical examination: Increased V.R. tight apex and also base. 
B.P. 125. Hb 80%. Clot9 in 9 minutes. 
Treated with P.T.O., commencing with 001; practically reaction- 
lone. Then P.T. and T.A.F. up to .1. 
Result: Did well for a while, but later lost weight rapidly. 
He has had a severe hemorrhage and has been confined to bed for 
a long time. 
Did Tuberculin do harm in this case? I doubt it, for 
the following reanons le There were no reactions to speak 
of, and than case was a febrile. 2. There was a distinct im- 
provement for 18 weeks. 3. He went to the bad on his holiday 
179. 
in thá New Forest, in the pouring rain. 4. The troùble was 
di;eetive; be was constantly getting indigestion and not 
absorbing his food. 
On Lie other :sand, to maintain tnat Tuberculin helped him 
in futile. Were i treating such a case again I should omit 
treatment whilst he was losing weight and only com ence if and 
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Hospital Casen. 
1. May W. 12. 30. 11. '22. 
,History:, Mother- -uberc:iar. Constant colds. 
Physical examination: A few orepitationn left apex posteriorly. 
Expiration prolonged. 
1C ray: A slight amount of fibroses radiating from the root; 
otherwise normal. 
Diagnonte on general principles as a Alight favourable case. 
tented. 
Started with T.A.N. 0002; doubled; no reaction till 005. 
Repeated, gave a reaction to 100 and local reaction. 
Dropped to .0001 and worked up to .04 without reaction. 
Occasional colds during treatment, ego gave a catarrhal 
vaccine along with T.A.F. Not able to go further as child 
being sent to boarding -school. 
a 
Result! Gained 4 lbs. Much 





2e B.PI 58. 15. 3. °22. 
As thzatic for yearn each night. Bronchitis. Yellow 
expectoration. Lo9 , weight. 
Physical examination; Marked emphysema. B.F. 160. 
,X ray., Nr.1ar;e4ilue glands radiating fibrosis into upper 
?a.zivne of lì ngq, most marked cn right. Heart greatly increased 
in transverse d, iameter and at pears to be "sitting, down" on the 
diaphram. 
Appearances suggest eld T.B. possibly still active. 
Coixn aced treatment with T.A.F. .00001 and continued with 
cautiously increased doses up to 1. cc T.A.F.. 
. Treat;net enirely reactioricss. 
Result,: Asthma entirely gone; only slight catarrh in morning. 
Gained 1 lb in weight. 
X ray appearances at end of course have reach improved since 
last report. Do not now suggest activity. 
The weight chart irs of little interest and is not attached. 
A most satisfactory result in every way. 
3. A.P. 28. 26. 5. p21. 
History: Prather °s sister asthmatic. Asthma 10 years ago 
increasing in severity. 
Physical examination: A few vales about both apices anteriorly. 
X ray report: Hilus shadows enlarged, bands up towards, and 
apparently into, apices, which appear cloudy. 
182. 
Started treatment with T.A.F. 00005 and increased fairly 
rarAdly to T.A.P. 1. cc. 
Result: Stated felt much better at end of course. 
Had an ttack of asthma three months later. 
4. }!rn S. 38. 1. 5. /22. 
History: Mother died phthieim. Child T.B. Pains chest 
for a year. Cough. 
Physical examination: No definite signs in lungs. B.P. 
170. 
Cutaneous reaction reacts to 1 10 0.T. ? 1 in 100. 
X ram Fibrous right lung, otherwise no abnormal shadows. 
Commenced treatment with T.A.F. 00005, continued up to 
1. cc. 
Practically no reactions. 
Result: Gained 5 lbs 6 oze. States ehe felt abe olut ely 
different in every way. 
X.ráv at end: Bane of right lung clearer. 
PIG. 8-5-. 
the F16' %! 




















5. Mrs W. 45. First seen June 19206 
History Colds for years. Asthra. Lost weight. Appetite 
poor. 
physical axaminationv Very poor air entry right apex. 
Some dullness. Weight 7. 7. 14, p. 100, 
,X ray e, Heavy root srac?ows and a good deal of radiating 
fibrosis. Appearances not cha.ratterisstic. 
Reacted to 1 in 10 0.T. (cutaneous) . Comrenced Tuberculin 
August /21, an not improving. 
As there was only a reaction of i in 10 comrsnced with 
T.A.F. 001 and increased rapidly up to .8 with slight re.. 
actions, but never over pi 99 .4, 
Result: Gained 4 lbs . Ae thua and colds ap parently cured. 
There is no question that this woman did better on 
Tuberculin than on ordinary treatment which was tried for a 
year without appreciable benefit. 
X consider that I increased the doses too rapidly. 
In my experience asthsra cases do mach better with very 
gradually increasing dosses, if you overdose you are apt to 
brig on an attack. 
134 . 
Months FiG 
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185 
6, C.41e 35, 
Attending West End Hoag ita1 fox 'Nervous Diseanes 
History: Lo,t weight; no energy; very neurasthenio. 
Nothing; to detect in lungs. 
Reacted to T.A.F. 008. 
Commenced treatment with T.A.P. OOO1, treated up to .1 
No reactions. 
Result: Vary much improved. After this did not attend 
regularly and dropped back to 8. 11. 0. 
93 
BIG .-. 
Months FIG 93 











His weight chart is katerestir+g as showinc the gain 
on large ;,eqt doses. 
186. 
7. Marjorie W. 22. 1922. 
Hisotrvs Rheumatoid arthritis in finger joints and pain for 
years. 
Began treating with a detoxicated rheumatic vaccine containing 
Rheuma.ticus streptococcus pyopenes Strepl. foxcalis and B. 
coli. 
Treatment continued for 3 months without ix.,iercve ent. 
I suspected S.B. so gave her T.A.F. 00005 T.A.P. Arm PI welled 
and there was pain in joints. 
Consequently I discontinued the Rheumatic vaccine and treated 
with T.A.F. Ai soon as I got to T.A.F. 01 she began to 
increase rapidly in weight. Treated up to 1. cc. 
Re9u It : Gained 9 lbs. Feels very much better. Much less 
swelling in joints. 
Saw three months later. Pain lest. Health very- Food. Still 
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ane.rR Which Did Not React to Paherculin Test. 
With regard to a positive reaction doubts ray be thrown 
on its value, but of the value of a negative result there is 
no question, provided, of course, a test is not nade on those 
who are obviously very ill, and who in consequence are too 
much below par to react at all. 
The value of the negative tent is that it putt out of 
court the treatment with Tuberculin, for in those who do not 
react to test c osee Tuberculin is powerless for good or evil. 
Below I have noted down briefly a description of the 
symptoms and signs of a few cases who have not reacted to 
Tuberculin. I could cite ¡tore, but there *teems to be no 
special object in doing %D. 
1. W.8. aged 12. History: Bather and mother reacted 
to Tuberculin. Treated with benefit. Tired. Enlarged 
glands neck. 8tonacli dilated. B.P. 110. p. 90. Hb. 65;; 
it? left apex. 
189. 
2. T.B. 42, Cha lt trouble 2i years. In"Victoria Park" 
3 zr:o n Ltia . 0.;:t of Vr otLth . Sleepless. Lost 
weigh-L. Rho;:ch.i all over chest. I~acrphyaowa. 
3. Mrs B. 29. Tired; nervous. Influenza a year ago. 
Emaciated. B.P. 130. lib 80,0 P 80. Notnira to detect 
in lungs. 
4. Alice B. 25. Both brothers t bercular. Auricular 
febrislation. Very thin. Rventually died heart failure. 
5. Rex C. 5. Nervous little boy. Thin. Nothing in 
chest. 
6. U.F. Coughs; colds. B.P. 140. Nothing to 
d8 tt!ct. 
7. Miss E.C. 18. Cough. Pain both sides. Got thinner. 
Off food. ? friction right apex. Crepitations both bases. 
Saw six months later, suite fit. 
8. Olive G. 4. Mother has T .B. in sputum. Cough each 
winter. Glands enlarged in neck. Harsh breathing right base. 
190. 
9. R.G. 23. Ulcer Pharynx, Spenific. Negative 
Wassermann. 
10. Winifred H. 8. Mother tubercular. Constant colds. 
Adenoids and ton,iln removed at Gt. Ormond Street Hospital. 
Gland, neck enlarged, Suspicious harsh breathing right 
supra scapular region. 
Cold, treated with a detoxicated catarrhal vaccine. 
A fir months later said to be quite well. 
31. Doris H. 7. School doctor thought T.B. 
Examined by X raye at Shadwell lospital. Was told shadows 
pointed to T.B. Anaemic; itritable . Saw a year later, 
very well. 
12. Ethel M. 3. Swelling back of left knee for tree months 
(apparently a Bursar). Since whooping cough 4 months ago 
never fit. Very thin. Nothing abnormal to be detected in 
lunge. 
13. B.B.Z. 27. Nervous breakdown. Sleeps badly. 
Indigestion. Liver enlarged. 
191. 
14. Alfred B. 4. Pain right iliac dores. Tonsils enlarged. 
Glands neck enlarged. 4 friction right apex. 
15. Ronald N. 4 years. 3nlarged glande neck since a baby. 
Bad family history. 
16. Marjorie 8. 8. Coughs ami colds each winter. Nothing 
to detect in lungs. 
17. George 8. 7. Mother tubercular. Loring weight. 
Night sweats. Adenoids. Tubercular aoaphoid . Diagnosed at 
Guy's Hospital as Kohler's disetzee. 
18. Mrs N.B. 28. Cough 3 years. Asthmatic. Lost weight. 
No suspicious signs in lungs. Very much improved on autogenous 
vaccine. 
19. MrR L.R.S. 43. Asthma. Sough morning and evening. 
Mother died of phthieis. Frequency of Micturition. Harsh 
breathing right apex. 
20.. Minn G.T. 21. I{nlarged gland9 neck. Bad history both 
ide of family. 
192. 
21. C.R.H. 42. Diabetes. Very thin. No soigne in lungs. 
22. Mrs W. 37. Pain in back. light sweats . Increased 
V. fremitus right supra scapular region. 
23. R.W. 50. Inaigcntion. Cough at night. Increased 
vocal resonance an. 3 fremitue right, apex. 
24. J.F. 53. Invalided from Army with debility. Night 
sweats. Cough. Harsh breathing right apex. 
. 
1V3. 
rsr,-TïS TIC8 e 
Statis,ticr in a Thesis of this type seem to be of 
very little value for 1;be followine reaeone 
1. The number of eases under review is insufficient. 
2 . The canoe that have been fully treated are bound 
to show a predominance of success for if cases are doing 
badly under Tuberculin, you discontinue the treatrlent, and 
the more experienced you become the more you are likely to 
do so. 
It appears te be la ke ly that in the future there will 
be more arxi more a tendency to select cases, but until we 
have a more accurate knowledge of how Tuberculin acts, and 
the metabolic c emgesss that occur in tuberculosis, it is 
impossible to dogmatise. 
It may, however. be of sufficient interest to sunrarize 
rter results. 
Of the 15 Hyperrerrsi *riva Cases those reactinv, to .0005 
or under 
7 were discharged Apparently well. 
7 were decidedly improved. 
I was worse, 
194, 
Of the Sensitive Cases: 
a. Those reacting to .101. 12 cases 
8 were discharged apparently well. 
3 were irpreved. 
1 was worse. 
b. Those reacting to .0C2. 14 nasee. 
10. were discharged apparently well. 
4 wore improved. 
Subuena itive 003 and Over. 
21 cases. 
12 were discharged ap paren t1y well. 
8 1 
1 there rrar' no definite change. 
Miscellaneous Cases. 
9 cases. 
4 were d is charged apparently well. 
3 improved. 
1 no change. 
1 died a year later. 
195. 
Cases with T.B. in Sputum. 
6 cases. 
1 improved (apparently well). 
1 no change.- 
4 w l:r W e . 
Hoap it3l Cases. 
2 ap ,arc:ntly cured. 
6 improved. 
Out of 85 cases hers recorded 
43 were O lscharr4ed ap;a,i en t1y well. 
33 decidedly improved. 
3 there was no change. 
6 worse. 
If locked at in this way it would give the appearance 
that-Tuberculin is a curs for tuberculosis, bItt I am very 
fa: from trying; to p'_^ove that. For example, I }gave nad 
poor rdsulte in open tulieroulosii and I now employ Tuberculin 
with extreme caution in these caser. 
In the slight casen accompanied with marked toxaemia 
I have had excellent reßults and it seer, to ne that more benefit 
is derived by early diagno5is of anes° and realising natures 
danger s i ¡:ales , than by a t teùptln tc treat advanced tuberculosis 
with Tuberculin, but that even in these oaiem one is justufied 
in giving it a trial, observing Urge greatest caution. 
1917. 
C''"~ LugIO?d. 
I hv.ve come to the following conclusions regarding 
Tuberculin. 
1. That Sahli is right in saying that at present there 
does not seem to be a great difference, except in degree, 
bete h various Rauberculine, and that more good is 
obtained by keeping to one Tuberculin and improving one's 
technique, than by chopping and changing from one brand 
to another. I myself have certainly had better results 
since i have uoed T.A.F. and T.A.F. only thmi I m sud to 
get when changing from p.T.G: to F.T. and than on to O.T. 
as Wilkinson at one time advocated. 
2. That the Lvcin Theory of the Action of Tuberculin, 
which is that which Sahli believes in, appears to he the 
most fed)ible of all theories, for reasons given in a 
former section. 
3. That Sa li's :redo ti onless method ii undoubtedly the 
best, when feasible. 
198. 
4. That rapidly pushed test doses should not be employed, 
A modified series of i,eet doses beginning with, say, .00O1 
T.A.F. ano noticin,, ' .0 effect of each increasing dose, is 
quite sufficient to confirm a diagnosis which can, to a 
grear, extent, be rade by other yeti-lode. 
5. That those tf:ta, whether they be c..taneua, cr sub - 
c t r.ecuas, are not tests of activity, but rather of hyper- 
sensitivity to Tuberculin. 
F. That the great rrajority of people will ren.ct to Tuberculin 
probtblj bccr.a ..e they !»_ve a focus, to swa3à. for _ietection, 
in the body, and that, unless one re%lises ;hie one would be 
tre .ting practically healthy people with Tuberculin quite 
unnecessarily, simply bec_tuse they react to itberculin. 
That the real signs of actiAiT.y are the systems and that if 
these ci sappear under Tuberculin Therapy then credit must be 
giver. to the remedy. 
7. That patients my be divided roughly alto- 3 classes. 
The Hypersensitive; the sensitive; and the Subser.sit.ivet 
and ghat et different line of '.treatment must be followed 
in each class. 
B. That Hyperse± bitivenemn is by -:a r_x:ans an unfavourable 
sign.. It of tert points to a good resisting power. 
S. That it is in the mild, early s t!Ages of tubercle 
that Tuberculin d015 '< no r:;L;r.óï good. Without Tuberculin 
these cases would be diagnosed something entirely 
different, such as ùyspep+gi, rk'aeur.visrri, neurasthenia. 
10e That in advance Ei it does little, er r::, gseao 
11. But t7!e.t even these cases ono 3.`- justified in 
trying ft, for it is obvious that nc other method holds 
out much hope. 
12. That no one should attempt te 1.rea1, tu'r,ercü:loqis 
with Tuberculin unless they have 'rl:;A a long cO urse of 
training under an expert ar,ti studied Ole theory 
as well the prLc{ice of Tui,er.culitle In other words, 
they fihouid know what ì}'!e3` are doing. 
13. T3ttt mixed infec tinr;g rhelild he deai., with by means 
of other vaccíi.ese . 
14. Lastly, that Tuberculin has a definite position in 
aàr attack on tuberculoai°s, and that thit position will become 
stronger ',:he more we relise its limitations, and keep the 
treatment as far n^s possible in the hands of those who have 
made a ar,uc?aT Uf: the problem. 
::0^. 
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